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constant per session at three and two hours( respectively. 

Performance was evaluated over the full two hours of work. 

Each of one hundred and eight subjects participated 

in a single session of the experiment. Their task was to 

detect any movements of a usually stationary small dot of 

light and indicate the size of that movement, whether small 

(1/4 inch) or large (1/2 inch). Detecting the signals only 

indicated the percent correct detections while detecting 

the signals and identifying their size comprised the percent 

correct responses. 

The significant conclusions drawn from this research 

were : 

1. High ambient temperature (82 and 90°FET) had 

a significantly detrimental effect on vigilance 

performance. 

2. Long work periods (60 minutes) caused a signi¬ 

ficant deterioration in performance only at 

90°F (ET) ambient temperature and 3/1 work/rest 

ratio (shorter rest periods). 

3. Similarly, high work/rest ratios (3/1) produced 

a significant decrement in performance only at 

90 °F (ET) ambient temperature and 60 minutes 

work period. 

4. The combined effects of high temperatures 

(90°FET), long work periods (60 minutes) and 
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high work/rest ratios (3/1) had a strongly 

detrimental effect on vigilance performance. 

5. There was a significant difference in subjec¬ 

tive reactions to various experimental condi¬ 

tions, especially at high heat. 

6. Performance showed a slight improvement over 

time. No vigilance decrement was detected 

possibly due to the effects of work/rest sche¬ 

dules, learning and heat acclimatization. 

7. Discrimination, which adds to the complexity 

of the vigilance task, was strongly impaired 

by severe experimental conditions. Detection 

was also impaired but to a lesser degree. 
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was found to decraas* and subjects' movements were much 

slower at the hot temperature. 

Mackworth (1946) studied the accuracy of artifi¬ 

cially acclimatized subjects when translating morse code 

messages in hot temperatures. He found a logarithmic 

increase in faulty messages with the increase of room 

temperature. However, even at high temperatures, highly 

skilled operators performed at a much superior level when 

compared to less-skilled operators working at the same 

temperature. 

Pepler (1953) performed a similar experiment in 

the tropics using naturally acclimatized subjects. The 

results showed a continuous increase in error scores with 

the increase of temperature from 86 to 9IoF (ET) and from 

91 to 96°F (ET). No decrement of performance was found at 
,l p n 

the three lower temperatures of 71, 76 and 81®F (ET). 

Effects of Work/Rest Schedules 
on Human rerrormance ~ 

Work/rest schedules and the efficient utilization 

of crew members have aroused much interest lately. The 

I I ! 
problem is no longer how efficient an operator is, but 

rather, how efficiently crews, of two or more operators, 

can perform alternatively a certain task? Most of the 

investigations in the area studied work/rest periods of 

one hour or more, few studied shorter periods. Following 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Staf—nt of the Proble« 

Sino« ««rly tiae f aan ha« alway« been concerned 

about ehaping the raw aateriale of nature to euit hie need«. 

To «oiM extent he has nanaged to create tools which satis¬ 

factorily served his purposes and controlled «ore adequately 

tha surrounding «ivirorusent. However, in many instances, 

it has been necessary for man to work and survive in unusual 

environsMnts, very different from those to which he is 

accustomed. His performance under such circumstances has 

usually been inefficient and inadequate. 

Hot climates represent one of the difficult environ¬ 

ments that modern man encounters in everyday activity. 

Despite the advancement of science and the increasing 

sophistication of today's technology, controlled climates 

are enjoyed by only a small minority of the world's popu¬ 

lation and have a great deal of technical limitations. 

Building construction, shipyards, road construction, mining 

and steel mills are among those industrial sites that 

usually experience uncontrolled climates, and probably will 

do so for some time to come. 

Although man has proved his ability to survive in 

1 
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hot climates, his performance in such climates has been, to 

say the least, erratic and often unpredictable. These chan¬ 

ges in human performance under heat stress have recently 

drawn much attention and considerable interest has been 

given to the optimum conditions of performing various tasks 

at different degrees of heat stress. 

Investigators have been concerned with ways and 

means of defining and measuring heat stress. Tolerance 

limits of safe exposures to heat and optimum exposure periods 

have been investigated to determine the maximum duration of 

heat exposure beyond which man's ability to perform work 

would be seriously impaired. 

The recent developments in space, military and in¬ 

dustrial situations have emphasized the concept of crew 

performance, where two or more people perform alternatively 

the same task for extended periods of time. Such situations 

are encountered whenever adding or changing operators-on- 

duty is extremely difficult, or virtually impossible, as* 

in space flights. The only alternative is to allow opera¬ 

tors to work and rest according to a certain schedule so 

as to insure efficient performance from each individual 

throughout the mission. 

Crew performance or work/rest schedules have received 

considerable attention over the last ten years. Work/rest 

schedules that insure optimum utilization of manpower 
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have been determined for varioue kinds of tasks and diffe¬ 

rent periods of time. Most of the early studies were 

conducted in normal environments and only recently, interest 

in work scheduling for unusual environments has been deve¬ 
loped. 

Research in hot environments has emphasized the 

length of the work period where no decrement in performance 

is likely to occur. However, very little has been done to 

investigate two or more work periods separated by a rest 

interval. In other words, work/rest schedules in heat are 

not well investigated. In many instances, when performance 

suffers due to an external factor like heat, determining 

an optimum work period will not guarantee efficient perfor¬ 

mance at all times. But, determining such an optimum work 

period together with an adequate work/rest schedule might 

insure efficient work performance by all operators over 

extended periods of time. The purpose of this rsssarch was 

to evaluate the combined effects of heat stress and work/ 

rest schedules on human perforaance. 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this research was to study the per¬ 

formance characteristics of man while performing a visual 

vigilance task according to six specified work/rest schedu¬ 

les and under three degrees of heat stress. Two parameters, 
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percent correct detections end percent correct responses 

were used es indicies of perforaence. Studying the ebove 

■entioned fectors wes hoped to provide e better understen- 

ding of the combined effects of work/rest schedules end 

heet stress on humen perforaence. lhe following specific 

conditions, which will be discussed in greeter deteils 

leter, were investigetedt 

1. Ambient temperatures of 74, 12 end 90 degrees 

^•*lp*n*1*^* on the effective temperature scele. 

2. Work periods of 20, 40 end 60 minutes. 

3. Work/rest ratios of 2/1 end 3/1. 

•». Totel work duration of 2 hours. 

5. Totel exposure to heet of 3 hours. 

6. A visuel monitoring tesk es the perforaence 

criterion. 

keview of the^Litspatiiiw« 

Prom the eerliest writings of recorded history, 

■en hes teken en interest in the effects of climete. 

However, quentltetive studies were not possible until 

Gelileo hed produced the first thermometer et the begining 

of the 17th century. It wes more then e century leter 

when Fehranheit end Celsius devised the more eccurete 

instruments end convenient scelee thet we use todey. Eerly 

in the 20th century, De Seseure devised his wet-bulb 
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thermometer. Since then progress in the field of best has 

rapidly gained momentum. 

In reviewing the previous research« three areas 

are pertinent to this investigation: 

1. Indices of heat stress. 

2. Effects of heat stress on human performance. 

3. Effects of work/rest schedules on human perfor¬ 

mance. 

A separate section will be devoted to review each 

of the above areas. 

Indices of Heat Stress 

As the interest in heat stress increased» a common 

index which would integrate all factors contributing to 

the heat load becanw a necessity. Unfortunately it proved 

to be extremely difficult to include all the factors invol¬ 

ved, according to their respective level of importance, in 

one signle index. Nevertheless, there are a few indices 

which do take into account certain combinations of these 

factors. Following is a brief discussion of three groups 

of indices: subjective, biophysical and physiological 

indices, respectively. 

Effective Temperature«—A subjective index, effec¬ 

tive temperature was developed by Houghten and Yagloglou 

(1923-1924). It is defined by the American Society of 
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Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers 

(ASHRAE, 1961) as: 

An arbitrary index which combines into a 
single value the effect of temperature, humidity 
and air movement on the sensation of warmth or 
cold felt by the human body* The numerical value 
is that of the temperature of still, saturated 
air which would induce an identical sensation. 

The introduction of the globe thermometer led 

Bedford (1946) to propose the use of globe temperature 

instead of air temperature to make allowance for radiant 

hftat, and the scales became known as the Corrected Effective 

Temperature scales. Two scales are available, one referring 

to men stripped to the waist and the other to men fully 

dressed in indoor clothing. 

The scales have the great merit of relating the 

environmental conditions to an important physiological 

quality, subjective sensation of warmth. However, the 

meaning of their units in terms of physiological strains 

is not apparent (McCormick, 1964), and they did not prove 

to correlate well with other physiological parameters 

(Lind, 1963). The scales tend to overemphasize the effect 

of humidity at moderate temperatures and underestimate the 

effect of air speed at high temperatures and humidities, 

but they are reasonably accurate at moderate levels of 

heat and activity. They are the most widely used to study 

the effects of heat stress on performance (Teichner, 1967). 
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Equivalent Warmth.—Another subjective index, equi¬ 

valent warmth was introduced by Bedford in 1936. It account« 

for the same factors as effective temperature namely} dry- 

bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature and air velocity; 

plus one more factor, mean dry-bulb room température. Its 

major drawback is the upper limit imposed on its usage 

which is 95°F at low humidity and 86°F at high humidity. 

Also, at high humidity it underestimates the effect of air 

speed. 

Resultant Temperature.—Sueaested in 1948 by 

Missenard, resultant temperature takes into account dry- 

bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature and air velocity. 

It is similar to the effective temperature in two respects, 

it is a subjective index and it accounts for the same fac¬ 

tors. However, it has not been as widely used for its 

underestimation of air velocity at high temperatures and/or 

humidities. 

Equivalent TemperatureSj--The equivalent temperature 

index was derived by Bedford in 1936. It accounts for air 

temperature, air flow and radiant heat. It is computed 

from the simple equation: 

EQT = 0.522 T ♦ 0.478 T - 0.0474 V (100 - T ) 
. A R A 

where : 

EQT s equivalent temperature 

T s air temperature 
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T * mean radiant taaparatura 
K 

V = air valocity 

The indax has tha advantage of simplicity and has baan usad 

by ventilating engineers. However, it suffers the drawback 

of neglecting tha affect of humidity. 

Wat Bulb Globa Temperature,—A biophysical indax, 

wet bulb globe temperature was derived from tha effective 

temperature scales by transforming them to a simplified 

form. It combines the effects of dry-bulb temperature, 

wet-bulb temperature anl globe temperature in the simple 

equation: 

WBGT « 0.1 T 

where: 
DB 

♦ 0.7 T ♦ 0.2 T 
WB BG 

WBGT * wet-bulb globe temperature, *r 

T * d*y-bulb temperature, #F 
DB 

T S wet-bulb temperature, °F 
WB 

T * black globe temperature, °F 

Th« indax ha. found rapid popularity, .«pacially anong tha 

*r*ad fore.., primarily baeauaa of it. .implieity and raa- 

aonabl. accuracy. Racntly, the indax ha. bun racomaandad 

a. a measure of heat atras, in th. newly proped •n>r..hold 

Limit Values (TLV, 1971). 

Wet-Bulb-Dry-Bulb Index.—to the WBGT index, 

wet-bulb-dry-bulb index accounts for both dry-bulb and wet- 

bulb temperatures. 

i 
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WD * 0.15 T 
DB 

whaz«: 

♦ 0.85 T 
WB 

WD » wet-bulb-dry-bulb index,0F 

T s dry-bulb temperature. °F 
DB * 

T * wet-bulb temperature. °F 
WB * 

The index was derived in 1957 by Und et al. and is criti¬ 

cised for not making an allowance for heat radiated or air 

flow. 

Operative Temperature.—Operativ Temperature was 

proposed in 1936 by Winslow, Herrington and Gagge. A bio¬ 

physical index, it takes into consideration heat radiated 

** *• h**t convected and heat evaporated. 

T *(K T ♦K T)/(K + K) 
0 R W C A R C 

where: 

T • operative temperature, °C 
0 

T^ * mean wall temperature, °C 

T * mean dry-bulb temperature, °C 
A 

K * radiation constant 
R 

K ■ convection constant 
C 

The index does not account for humidity or air flow and is 

inadequate for temperatures above 80°F. 

Heat Stress Index.—Developed by Belding and Hatch 

in 1955, and modified in 1963 by Hatch and by Herting and 

Belding, heat stress index is considered to be one of the 

most comprehensive heat indices yet proposed. The index 
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expresses the thermal stress of a hot climate as the ratio 

of the amount of sweat that must be evaporated to maintain 

the body in thermal equilibrium, to the maximum evaporative 

capacity of climate (Edholm S Bacharach, 1965)* 

HSI = (E / E ) 100 
req max 

where: 

HSI « heat stress index 

E * energy required to maintain balance, 
req * 

BTU/hr 

E * maximum evaporative energy, BTU/hr 
max 

The index accounts for the following heat factors: 

dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature, globe tempera- 

» •i*’ velocity, metabolism and heat of evaporation* 

The index has some drawbacks. First, the approximations 

and assumptions introduced for the sake of simplicity reduce 

its accuracy. Secondly, the index does not bear any simple 

relationship to physiological strain and equivalent levels 

on the index produced by different combinations of levels 

of variables, do not produce the same degree of physiologi¬ 

cal strain (Edholm S Bacharach, 1965). However, Peterson 

(1970), in a study of heat stress indices, showed that 

the index correlates well with some physiological parameters. 

The index is reliable for still air between 80 and 95°F 

and R.H. 30 to 80%, but it exaggerates the humidity effect 

at high humidity and the air speed effect at low humidity. 
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Predicted 4 Hour Sweat Rate »—The P4SR index, 

devised by McArdle et al. in 1947 is a physiological index 

which represents the heat stress of an environment in terms 

of the sweat produced in four hours. The index considers 

four heat stress factors: dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb 

temperature, ear velocity and metabolism. The scale allows 

for wide variations in dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures, 

globe temperature, air movement, clothing and rate of work. 

The index does not allow the estimation of the amount of 

sweat produced in given conditions, but it provides a mea¬ 

sure of heat stress at these conditions. To get a direct 

correlation between the index and the observed sweat rate 

of a group of individuals, the following conditions must 

be satisfied (Edhom and Bacharach, 1965): subjects must 

be fully acclimatized to heat, exposure must last 4 hours, 

and climatic conditions must not be so severe as to indicate 

a P4SR of above 5.0. Although the index is rather compli¬ 

cated to use, its comparison with experimental results led 

to a gradually accumulating body of support for it, and to 

confirm its reliability, especially above 80°F (Lind, 1963i 

Edholm and Bacharach, 1965). 

Effects of Heat Stress 
on Human performance 

Research concerning the effects of heat on human 

performance has covered a wide variety of tasks. However, 
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with the advancement of military science and space techno¬ 

logy t certain related tasks received much more attention 

than the rest. Mental and memory capabilitiest vigilance 

watch, tracking efficiency and psychomotor perfomance were 

among those tasks receiving considerable interest. A brief 

review of literature in the area of perfonsance under heat 

with a special emphasis on the above mentioned tasks is 

pertinent at this point. 

Most of the studies reviewed were task oriented 

and their results depended to a great extent on the type 

of task selected as a performance criterion. Grouping 

various investigations by the type of task adopted, provided 

accurate means of evaluation and comparison. However, 

further subgrouping within each task according to an ade¬ 

quate basis proved to be extremely difficult. Grouping 

according to various parameters of heat stress, like tempe¬ 

rature, humidity, clothing, duration of exposure and accli¬ 

matisation, was attempted. Nevertheless, it proved unsa¬ 

tisfactory and resulted in a great deal of repetitions and 

duplications. Therefore, it was decided to arrange various 

investigations within eaoh group in a chronological order. 

This prevented unnecessary duplications and is expected to 

facilitate reference to these studies, if need be. 

Vigilance Tasks.—Vigilance literature had a special 

importance for this investigation as a result of selscting 
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it as the criterion for performance evaluation. Such se¬ 

lection was influenced by the wide spread applications for 

monitoring stations in various fields, as will be discussed 

in detail later. 

In studying the effects of heat on vigilance, 

Mackworth (1946) used artificially acclimatized subjects at 

effective temperatures of 70, 79, 87.S and 97°F. Two groups 

of experienced and non-experieneed subjects were to perform 

the clock test for a 2 hours period. Optimum performance 

was achieved at 79°F with decrement increasing at higher 

or lower temperatures. Experienced subjects performed 

better only at high temperatures (87.5 and 97°F), while at 

lower temperatures experience had no effect on performance. 

The decrement in performance at 70*F was attributed to the 

temperature being lower than desirable. 

Papier (1953) conducted a similar experiment using 

the Cambridge clock test. Effective temperature of 67, 82 

and 92*F were used and naturally acclimatised subjects per¬ 

formed tiie task for 2 hours. He found that performance 

was worse at 92*F compared to 67 and 92*F. This result is 

in contradiction with those of Hackworth, discussed above, 

who found continuous decrement in performance with the rise 

in temperature. However, when Pepler repeated basically 

the same experiment, but improved conditions to maintain 

interest on the part of the subjects, results similar to 
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those of Mackworth were found and the poorest performance 

J occured at 92°F. Later, Pepler (1958) reported the critical 

range for a vigilance cask, where a significant decrement 

in performance takes place, to be between 81 and 86°F. 

This range decreases at high humidities. 

Frazer and Jackson (1955) used the Cambridge clock 

test to measure simple and serial reaction times at tempe¬ 

ratures ranging from 90 to 104®F and humidities from 90 to 

95% R.H. The results showed no significant changes on 

simple reaction time due to temperature. However, serial 

reaction time increased significantly with the rise in 

temperature. 

In a complex field study, Loeb and Jeanthean (1958) 

investigated the individual and compound effects of heat, 

noise and vibration on performance. Subjects were exposed 

to desert heat of 100 to 125®F while performing a vigilance 

task in their armored cars for a period of 3.75 hours. 

Reaction time did not change significantly due to heat 

alone. However, when adding noise and vibration to heat 

a significant additional decrement was produced, much higher 

than that produced due to noise and vibration alone. 

In studying the interaction effects of two tasks. 

Bursill (1958) used two levels of dry-bulb/wet-bulb tempe¬ 

ratures, 70/60 and 105/95®F at 120 fpm air velocity. Sub¬ 

jects responded to a peripheral task concurrently while 
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performing a continuous control tracking task. Performance 

was found to be more severely impaired at the higher tempe¬ 

ratures and more signals were missed in the peripheral than 

the central field of vision. 

In a study by Fine, Cohen and Crist (I960), subjects 

performed an anagram task for 3S minutes at the begining 

of, and after 5.5 hours of a 6 hours exposure to effective 

temperatures of 65, 69, 81 and 93°F. Performance did not 

change significantly with heat except in one trial at 93°F. 

However, there was no evidence of performance deterioration 

as a result of heat. 

Carleson (1961), reported no significant effects of 

temperature on performance of a simulated radar watch. 

Subjects performed the task for a period of 1, 2, or 3 

hours at temperatures 68, 77 and 122eF and relative humidity 

20%. Also the duration of the watch had no apparent effect 

on performance. 

To study the tolerance limit of man under heat stress. 

Provins (1962) used a visual vigilance task and correlated 

tolerance time with each of the following: partial pressure 

of water vapour, wet-bulb temperature and a weighted ave¬ 

rage of dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures. 

Bell, Provins and Hiorns (1964) conducted another 

experiisent to study tolerance limits. Subjects performed 

a visual vigilance task until exhaustion at dry-bulb/wet- 
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bulb coabinationa of: 29.S/24.S, 4 3/3S, 51/37, 51/4 3 and 

63/47*C (86.1/77.1, 109.4/9S, 123.8/98.6, 123.8/109 and 

145.4/116.6#F)• At these tenperatures the aean tolerance 

liaita were 240, 187.5, 67,8, 28.4 and 19.3 ainutea reapec- 
tively. However, there was no significant difference in 

aobjects'perforaance as a result of heat. 

In a different approach to the problea, Fox, 

Goldsaith and Haapton (1963) raised the body teaperaturea 

of the subjects under test to 37.3, 37.9 and 38.5*C. 

Subjects then perforaed a vigilance task and an arithastio 

task. Only the speed and accuracy in aathaaaties were 

iap ai red by raising the body teaperaturs, but the vigilance 

perforaance was iaproved. 

Edhola (1983) reported slight differences in per¬ 

foraance of a vigilance task between naturally aecliaatised, 

artificially aecliaatised, and non-accliaatised subjects 

when subjected to confortable conditions and high teapera- 

ture. In the latter part of the trial artificially aeeli- 

aatised subjects and non-accliaatised subjects had very 

si ai 1er perforaanoes • 

Youngling (1985) investigated the effects of teape- 

rature and sleep loes on perforadnos of two concurrent 

central and peripheral tasks. Tenperatures of 75 and 

105°F were studied with noraal sleep and 36 hours of sleep 

loss at two speeds of the pursuitaster (central task). 
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Th« high tcaperature together with sleep loss end task 

difficulty produced a significant decreaent in peripheral 

signal detection. Heat stress alone, resulted in funneling 

of peripheral detection. These results support those found 

earlier by Bursill. 

Mental and Heaory Tasks.—The vigilance task selec¬ 

ted for this investigation involved a discrimination 

process, as will bs discussed later. This process required 

and depended on aental and mmoxy capabilities. For this 

reason a thorough review of aental and aeaory performance 

in the heat was deemed necessary. 

Vitelas (1946) invsstigatsd the effects of heat on 

seven different tasks, two of which were aental (aental 

multiplication and number checking). Four levels of effec¬ 

tive temperatures were studied, 73, 60, 67 and 94*F. The 

duration of heat exposure was 4 hours. None of the six 

subjects could complete the experiment at 94*F on their first 

exposure and only four completed the 4 hours on the second 

exposure. For the other three levels of temperature, a 

significant decrement in performance was detected as a 

result of increasing temperature, with the lowest output 

at 97*F. 

In studying a resistance box task. Carpenter (1946) 

measured the time needed to trace a simple electrical 

circuit containing only resistors at four levels of effective 

temperatures ranging from 79 to 97*F. He determined 89*F the 
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température at which a statistically reliable impairement 

in performance would have occured. 

Blockley and Lyman (1950), studied the performance 

of mental arithmetic and number checking tasks at extremely 

high temperatures, 160, 200 and 235°F. The humidity was 

maintained constant at a vapour pressure of 0.8" Hg, These 

conditions are equivalent to effective temperatures of 

100.5, 109 and 114°F. At the two extremes, there was a 

significant drop in performance. The insignificance at 

109°F was attributed to the irregularities in procedure at 

that temperature. 

Mackworth (1950) used a coding test to study the 

temperature effects on performance during three hours of 

exposure. He used five levels of effective temperature, 

79, 83, 87.5, 92 and 97°F. There was a slight difference 

in performance between 79 and 83°F, but a significant in¬ 

crease in error score was found at higher temperatures. 

He also fitted a logarithmic curve to the data correlating 

the environmental temperature in °F on the effective tem¬ 

perature scale and the subject's performance. 

Pepler (1953) studied the performance of naturally 

acclimatized subjects on a symbol identification task. 

Three speeds of presentation were used at four levels of 

effective temperatures, 76, 81, 86 and 91°F. Performance 

at the last hour and a half of a two hours session was 
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signifi antly affected by temperature only at the slow 

speed, with an optimum at 81<>F. The fast speed showed an 

optimum at the same temperature, while the medium speed 

had an optimum at 86°F. To increase the subjects* motiva¬ 

tion Pep1er (1953) repeated the same experiment, but used 

only two levels of speed, and introduced two levels of in¬ 

centive. Again performance changed significantly with 

temperature only at the slow speed. Temperature effects 

at the low incentive level was significant but not at the 

high. In other words, high incentives offset the effect 

of temperature on performance. 

Chiles (1957) conducted an experiment using the 

same task, procedure and temperature levels used by Pepler. I| 

However, he found no significant effects due to temperature, 

which partially contradicts the results by Pepler. After 

improving the procedure Chiles (1958) repeated the same 

experiment at four levels of effective temperatures, 76, 

81, 93 and 96®F. He also tested 3 subjects at a dry bulb 

temperature of 120®F, 105T wet bulb temperature at 100 fpm 

air velocity. Again there was no significant change in 

performance. The 120, 105°F combination seemed to be an j 

upper limit for this task. In discussing his results, 

Chiles attributed the negative results he found, and its 

contradiction to Pepler's results, to the si^licity of the 

task and ths differences between his artificially 
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ftecliMtiztd subjects compared to those naturally acclima¬ 

tised by Pepler. 

Barlett and Gronow (1953) investigated the effects 

of temperatures, 72.5, 82 and 91.5®F effective temperatures 

on the performance of a mental task during the second half 

hour of a one hour exposure time. Error score and time 

needed to reach a decision were the performance criterion. 

None of them was significantly affected by temperature. 

However, decision time appeared to slightly deorease with 

the increase in temperature. 

Mayo (1955) conducted a four weeks full time course 

in electronics to two groups: group I at 71°F and group II 

at 81°F. Tests were given midway and at the end of the 

course. There was no significant difference in the scores 

between the two groups. However, group II scored an average 

grade lower than that of group I on both tests. Since the 

groups were carefully selected to represent equal mental 

capabilities, an impairment effect due to temperature could 

be suggested there. 

Givoni and Rim (1962) investigated a work/rest sche¬ 

dule in a hot environment. After entering the work chamber, 

subjects rested for 35 minutes, worked for 30 minutes on a 

multiplication task, rested for another 25 minutes, worked 

for another 30 minutes on the same task, then the test was 

terminated. Temperatures ranged from 70,2°F to 90,1°F on 
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the effective temperature scale. There was no significant 

affect on performance due to temperature. However« perfor¬ 

mance deteriorated constantly with time of exposure. 

Wing et al. (1965) used three levels of effective 

temperatures, 72, 90 and 95°F, to study the performance 

characteristics of short term memory. Despite the fact 

that performance declined with the increase in temperature, 

only at 95°F was it found statistically different from the 

other two. 

To check the ability of time judgements at high 

body temperatures, Fox et al. (1967) used five groups of 

subjects with body temperatures of: normal, 37.5, 38, 38.5 

and 39°C (99.5, 100.4, 101.3, 102.2°F, respectively). The 

results showed a continuous shortening of time judgements 

as body temperature increased. 

Holmberg and Wyan (1968) reported that Swedish 

students achieved best reading and arithmetic results when 

the classroom temperature was maintained at 20*C (68°F), 

as compared to 27dC (80.6°F) and 30°C (86°F). Also as 

temperature increased, female students performed signifi¬ 

cantly better than males. 

Yeremin et el. (1968) tested the decrement in wor¬ 

king ability at temperatures 40, 60 and 80°C, (104, 140 and 

176°F respectively), 15 to 25% R.H. and air velocity of 0.1 

to 0.2 mps. The results showed a slight decrement in 
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working ability at 4Q°C, However, a sharp decrement was 

detected at 60 and 80°C. 

Miura (1968) reported 2S°C (77°F) at 50 to 60 per¬ 

cent R.H. as the optiaum conditions for Japanese laborers 

engaged in mental tasks* Also the comfort zone was slightly 

higher, in summer than in winter, and for Japanese than for 

British* 

Tracking and Psvchomotor Tasks »—Tracking and psycho- 

motor performance is related to the task adopted for this 

investigation. It represents a type of activity which is 

usually associated with vigilance behavior. For example, 

pressing the response button after detecting a signal is a 

definite psychomotor activity. These similarities emphasise 

the importance of psychomotor literature for this research. 

In studying the effects of heat on psyohomotor tasks 

Mackworth (1945 b) attached a 50 lbs weight to the control 

lever of a pursuitmeter. The subjects performed the track¬ 

ing task continuously for three hours at the following 

environmental effective temperatures: 79, 83, 87.5, 92 and 

97*F. The results showed a rapid deterioration in perform 

manca with the increase in temperature, but it was only 

significant at 87,.5°F. Also a logarithmic curve was sugges¬ 

ted to correlate room temperature and average error score. 

Carpenter (1950) tried to correlate the effects of 

handle load and room temperature on performance of a 
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tracking task. By increasing the temperature from 80 to 

90°F, the increase in error was comparable to that obtained 

when the load on the control handle was increased from 8 

to 30 lbs. However, at higher temperatures, the effect of 

temperature was much greater than that of handle loads. 

Papier C1953, b, c, e) conducted a series of expe¬ 

riments in the hot chamber using tracking tasks. He used 

naturally acclimatised subjects to perform a pointer 

alignment task. In his first experiment the levels of 

temperature were 66, 76.2, 84.5 and 91.5eF effective 

temperatures. The run consisted of eight 15 minutes trials. 

He found subjects' performance to be poor at the two high 

temperatures. At 91.5°F subjects performed erratically 

and less accurately compared to 84.5°F. Efficiency was 

greater at 66°F than at 76.2°F. In his second experiment, 

Pepler studied the effects of high and low humidities (20 

and 80 percent relative humidity). Temperature was changed 

from 72.5, 79.5, 84.5 to 92.5eF on the effective temperature 

scale. The run was shortened to sixteen 3 minutes trials. 

Here again performance at 84.5°F was significantly different 

from that at 79.5°F. Performance was optimum at 72.5°F and 

then declined with the rise in temperature. The 80% R.H. 

caused a decline over a range of temperature lower than that 

observed for 20% R.H. However, the effect of humidity on 

performance was not significant. In the last experiment, 
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P«pl«r used two levels of incentives end two levels of 

display speed et teeperatures 76, 61, 66 end 919F effective 

temperature» Unlike the previous two experiaents, optiaun 

performance was achieved at 61#F. High incentives increased 

performance at both display speeds, but the inorease did 

not offset the drop in performance due to high temperatures. 

Pep1er (1959) tried to correlate warmth and lack of 

sleep with respect to their effects on performance. He 

used a pursuit tracking for 30 minutes followed by a serial- 

choice task for 20 minutes. The results showed that both 

high temperatures and lack of sleep were detrimsntal to 

performance. They caused more errors in tracking and gaps 

in serial response. However, there was a qualitative dif¬ 

ference in response. Warmth reduced accuracy but sleep 

loss reduced activity. 

Teichner and Wehrkamp (1954) investigated the effects 

of temperature and learning on a pursuitmotor task. Sub¬ 

jects performed the task at effective temperatures of 55, 

70, 95 and 100*F for 5 successive days. Both temperatures 

and days had a significant effect on performance which was 

optimum at 70*F and declined continuously below or above 

this temperature with the worst performance at 100*F. 

Learning had a strong effect since performance improved 

from one day to another. 

Russel (1957) studied two types of tracking skills. 
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fr«« ■ov«*«nt «nd pressure control. T«np«r«tur« r«nc«d 

fro« -10*C to *»0*C. H« found « narrow rang« of toaparatur«« 

outsid« which a aorious iapairamnt in porforaanc« occurod. 

Thi« rang« waa different for the two taaka, 10»27*C (SO¬ 

SO. 6#D for th« fr«« aov«a«nt tracking and 20-*0*C (68- 

10»»«r) for th« pr«aaur« control tracking. However, the 

nature of iapairaent waa different for the two type« of 

tracking. 

In a atudy to inveatigate the affecta of heat expo¬ 

sure rate upon parforaanca, Mastara (1«6I) alavatad the 

rectal t cape rature of a ub jacta by 2*F. This was achieved 

by thraa different teaperature lévalas 10, 100 and 120#F 

at 80% R.H. Responsa tiae on a psychoaotor task changed 

significantly with teaperature. Whan coaparing the means 

at each teaperature, 80 versus 120, and 00 versus 100 ware 

significantly different, but 100 versus 120 was not diffe¬ 

rent. Heaters concluded that the faster raspease tiae at 

high temperatures is a result of the amount of heat storage 

in the body and not of the rate of storage. 

London (list) reported that performance, on a pur- 

suitactor, under heat stress was considerably improved when 

subjects wars either hypnotised or activated. The latter 

had a slightly greater effect. 

In a recent study by Raasey and Mortagy (1971), 

subjects performed a psychoaotor task for 90 ainutes. 
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Ptrformanc« was recorded every five minutes at the following 

effective temperatures, 70, 80 and 90°F. Temperature had 

a significant effect on the number of attempts on the task, 

the number of hits, and the percentage correct attempts. 

results showed a significant drop in all performance 

measure associated with increasing temperature from 70°F 

to 80 or 9Q#F. However, there was no difference in perfor¬ 

mance between 80 and 90°F. 

Miscellaneous Other Tasks.—In a study of the effects 

of heat and humidity on reaction time, Ivy et al. (1944) 

found no significant differences between hot-wet conditions 

(••/86*F DBAfB and 100% R.H.) and hot-dry conditions (117/85°F 

DB/WB and 17% R.H.). 

Pace ot^al^ (1946) exposed two groups to hot envi¬ 

ronments during the day with the first group spending the 

night in a cool environment and the second group remaining 

in the hot environment. No differences in auditory reac¬ 

tion time were found between the two groups. However, the 

second group proved to be generally superior in simple and 

complex visual reaction time. 

Th* effects of heat on a coordination test were 

investigated by Weiner and Hutchinson (1945). Subjects 

were required to move steel ball-bearings from an inner 

ring to an outer ring with forceps, and then return them, 

at ordinary room temperature and at 91»F (ET). Accuracy 
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was found to decrease and subjects’ movements were much 

slower at the hot temperature. 

Mackworth (1946) studied the accuracy of artifi¬ 

cially acclimatized subjects when translating morse code 

messages in hot temperatures. He found a logarithmic 

increase in faulty messages with the increase of room 

temperature. However, even at high temperatures, highly 

skilled operators performed at a much superior level when 

compared to less-skilled operators working at the same 

temperature. 

Pepler (1953) performed a similar experiment in 

the tropics using naturally acclimatized subjects. The 

results showed a .continuous increase in error scores with 

the increase of temperature from 86 to 9IoF (ET) and from 

91 to 96°F (ET), No decrement of performance was found at 

the three lower temperatures of 71, 76 and 81°F (FT). 

Effects of Work/Rest Schedules 
on numan'Parforinanda 

Work/rest schedules and the efficient utilization 

of crew members have aroused much interest lately. The 

problem is no longer how efficient an operator is, but 

rather, how efficiently crews, of two or more operators, 

can perform alternatively a certain task? Most of the 

investigations in the area studied work/rest periods of 

one hour or more, few studied shorter periods. Following 
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is a brief review of «orne of the studies reported in the 

eres, utilizing e vigilance task as a criterion for perform 

■anee evaluation. 

Som of the early studies conducted by Maekworth 

(1961) investigated the effects of crews on performance 

of a vigilance task. The subjects perfonssd the clock test 

for a total of 2 hours. Two groups were used. The first 

group consisted of two craws, each performing the task for 

I hour. The second group performed the task continuously 

for 2 hours. Results were analysed for each 1/2 hour 

period. The two groups performed similarly during tits 

first hour and the last half hour. However, there was a 

significant difference in performance between the two groups 

during the third 1/2 hour, with group Z perfoming at a 

high level, similar to that of group II during the first 

1/2 hour of the watch. In other words, fresh subjects at 

the start of the second hour performed efficiently and 

significantly better than those «dio had been on the watch 

for ona hour. In a second experiment using the same task, 

Maekworth divided his group I into two craws. Each craw 

alternated on and off the job for 1/2 hour periods. Group 

II psrforsmd the task for the entire 2 hours period. The 

results showed that group I maintained a high level of 

performance at all times, similar to that of group II 

during the first 1/2 hour of the watch. However, ¿or the 
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next 1 1/2 hour», the two groups perfomed significantly 

different, with group I maintaining a much higher level of 

performance. Maekworth concluded that fresh subjects 

“•u*11* ■aintain a high level of performance during the 

first 1/2 hour of the watch. 

Colquhoun (19S9) reported a marked decline in 

efficiency during the last 30 minutes of a 1 hour simple 

t**k. However, by introducing a S minutes pause 

after 30 minutes of work, performance was maintained at 

its usually high level. 

Adams and Chiles (1960, 1963) conducted a series 

of experiments to investigate the effects of work/rest 

schedules on five performance tasks! mental computation, 

pattern discrimination, monitoring and vigilance. The 

first experiment utilised equal work and rest periods of 

two, four, six and eight hours. The 2/2 and 4/4 hours 

schedules showed elight decrement in performance but the 

6/6 and 8/6 hours schedules showed significant decrement. 

This high decrement was attributed mainly to boredom. A 

second experiment showed the superiority of 4/2 hours 

work^*'*** schedule as cohered to a 6/2 hours schedule. 

High decrement was developed in the latter. A third expe¬ 

riment using the same tasks investigated a 4/2 hours 

work/rest schedule over a twelve hours period for IS days. 

Performance was maintained at an acceptable level and 
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motivation seems to have had a strong effect on it. Lear¬ 

ning was significant only in the pattern discrimination 

task. These studies emphasize the importance of 2/1 and 

3/1 work/rest ratios for continuous operations. 

In a vigilance study, Bergum and Lehr (1962) com¬ 

pared performance of 90 minutes of work to that of three 

30/10 minutes work/rest periods. At the two signal rates 

used, 24 and 6 per hour, there was a highly significant 

facilitation of detection performance as a result of using 

the work/rest schedules. 

Smith, Lucaccini, Groth and Lyman (1966) studied 

the effects of a secondary task, performed during the rest 

period, on vigilance performance. Subjects were alerted 

before signals and one group spent the time between signals 

resting while the other group performed a problem solving 

task. The two groups had similar performance patterns 

and the problem solving task did not interfere with detec¬ 

tion performance. 

In an industrial field study, Douglas (1967) inves¬ 

tigated the effects of three work/rest schedules on an 

inspection task. The first schedule was a self-determined 

work/rest cycle where subjects stopped inspection and rested 

whenever they felt like it. The other two schedules were 

fixed 13/2 and 3/2 minutes work/rest cycles. Subjects 

performed a secondary task during the rest periods. 
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Gross speed was significantly affected by the schedule, 

with the self-determined and the 13/2 work/rest schedules 

almost identical and much higher than the 3/2 schedule. 

However, net speed was not significant. 

Summarizing a 10 years program of research in 

work/rest scheduling, Alluisi and Chiles (1967) reported 

the ability of man to work on a 4/4 hours work/rest cycle 

for a long time with no decrement in performance. However, 

maintaining the same performance on a 4/2 hours cycle could 

be done for 2 or 4 weeks, and only by men well selected 

for the job. 

In a similar study Chiles, Alluisi and Adams (1968) 

investigatsd man's ability to perform 12 and 16 hours per 

day on a 4/4 and 4/2 work/rest cycles respectivsly. They 

concluded that the first schedule could be followed for 

at least 30 days with no serious decrement. However, the 

second schedule could be maintained only for shorter 

periods and at a significant cost to man's reserves for 

meeting emergencies. 

In a study by Ware, Baker and Drucker (1964), re¬ 

sults different from those presented above, were reported. 

Three work/rest schedules were used for a 24 hours vigilance 

watch. The first group used a self-paced work/rest sche¬ 

dule. The second group worked and rested for equal periods 

of 2 hours each, and the third group worked continuously 
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for 24 hours. There was no significant difference in 

detection performance between the three groups. All groups 

showed performance decrement with the elapse of time, but 

rest periods induced no recovery. These results strongly 

contradict the ones presented earlier and assert the need 

for further research in the area of work/rest scheduling. 

Summary 

The results of the above mentioned investigations 

in the area of heat could be categorized into two distinctly 

different and contradictory groups. The first group demons¬ 

trated performance decrements in hot environments, while 

the second group showed no such decrements. Nevertheless, 

it could be concluded that there is a critical zone of 

temperature above which performance of most tasks is likely 

to be impaired (Pepler, 1961). 

In the area of work/rest schedules contradictory 

results are also found. Few investigations agreed fully 

with each other and the main difficulty in comparison stems 

from the various conditions of each experiment which are 

almost impossible to maintain at the same level. 

The above variations in results and the many un¬ 

answered questions in the area of crew performance under 

heat stress have provided impetus for this investigation. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND MEASUREMENTS 

Equipment»G«neral 

The equipment used in this investigation can be 

divided into four major groups as follows : 

1« Equipment for maintaining the independent 

variables. 

2. Equipment for producing the experimental task. 

3. Equipment for recording and measuring the de¬ 

pendent variables. 

4. Supporting equipment. 

A separate section will be devoted to describe the 

equipment used in each group. 

Equipment for Maintaining the 
Inqspsndent Variables 

The equipment used for maintaining the independent 

variables consisted of an environmental chamber which con¬ 

trolled ambient temperature, and a light switches circuit 

which controlled work/rest schedules. 

Environmental Chmwhmv* 

A controlled environment room modal no. CER1216 

manufactured by Sherer-Gillett Company, Marshall, Michigan, 

i 
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was usad to maintain the required climatic conditions. The 

room siaasured 12' x 16' x 9’ and was partitioned so as to 

allow separate quarters for each subject. The chamber 

featured a wide range of controlled dry-bulb temperatures, 

from 36°F to 140°F, and controlled relative humidities 

ranging from 10 to 9S%. Such wide ranges of temperature 

and relative humidity were controlled and maintained by the 

use of two temperature programmers, model RFC-52. One 

programmer controlled dry-bulb temperature and the other 

controlled wet-bulb temperature. The chamber and program¬ 

mers provided adequate control of the required temperatures 

¿ 1.5°F. The sound proof chamber had two one way windows 

to snable sxperimentsrs to visually monitor subjaots 

throughout tiis experimsnt. 

A simplified layout of the environmental chamber 

is shown in Figure 1. The work place layout showing the 

two experimental stations is shown in Figure 2. 

Lieht Switches Circuit 

A small rsd light placed on the table in front of 

each subject was ussd to signal ths start and end of each 

rest period. Rest periods started when the red light came 

on and ended when it went off. Having the lights in this 

position made it possible for subjects to detect changes 

in their schedule from work to rest and back to work 
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Fig. 1.—Layout of tha environmental chamber 
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Fig. 2»--Work place layout 
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within a f«w ««concis of thsir occursnc«, and in tha sana 
tiaa did not intarfara with thair visual fiald during 

Monitoring periods. Tha light switch is shown elaarly in 

Figura 3. 

EquipMsnt for Producina 
tha ¿sparxMsntai Tape 

Tha aquipaant usad to producá tha Monitoring task 

consiatad of a tapa raeordart an A-D convartor, a potan- 

tioaatar bridga and two cathoda-ray oacilloacopaa• Tha 

firat thraa ooaponants ara shown in Figuro 4, and tha lattar 

in Figura 3» A schanatic drawing of tha four oonponanta 

and tha connacting circuit ia ahown in Figura S. 

Tapa Racordar 

A Sony a tarso tapa racordar was usad to record and 

latar producá tha raquirad signal. Manufacturad by Sony 

Corporation, Japan, tha nodal TC-S60 usad, provided excel¬ 

lant sound quality on two channals. Tha taps was played 

at a apead of 3.75 inchas par sacond which produced adaquata 

sound quality. A Scotch brand nagnatic taps nodal 290 was 

usad for recording and playing back tha signal. It provided 

low noise features even after long hours of usage. Tha 

right channel on tape was used in producing tha signal and 

the left channel for auditory instructions during the 

period of instructions and practice. 



Fig. 3»--Work station 

Fig. 4. — Converter, potentiometer and tape recorder 

J 
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A» D Convrtor 

An A-D convertor waa connected between the tape 

recorder and the oecilloecopea for the purpoee of conver¬ 

ting audio aignale on tape to an electrical voltage input 

to tiie scope. It was also used in reverse function while 

■ahing the signal tapev i.e. to change the voltage output 

from the potentioaeter bridge to an audio signal recordable 

on tape. A toggle switch was used to adjust the convertor 

to either aode. A small dial showed the input voltage at 

all times. 

Potentiometer Bridge Circuit 

A potentiometer bridge was used to vary the input 

voltage to the tape during recording. Zero voltage, shown 

on the A-D convertor gauge, produced the background event. 

A small voltage change in the positive or the negative 

direction produced a small up or down signal, respectively. 

A large voltage change in either direction produced a large 

signal in the corresponding direction. The voltage changes 

adjusted such that small and large signals occuring 

on the oscilloscopes were 1/4 and 1/2 inches respectively. 

Cathode-Ray Oscilloscopes 

Two cathode-ray oscilloscopes were used to display 

the signal. They were both manufactured by Tektronix, 
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Inc., Portland, Oregon, model numbers 512 and 515A. The 

two models were slightly different but had the same size 

screen and operational characteristics. Since only the 

screens were visible to subjects, the two scopes were con¬ 

sidered similar. They both had similar settings for focus, 

intensity, astigmatism, stability, input, vertical posi¬ 

tioning, horizontal positioning and vertical deflection 

amplitude. Settings were adjusted such that small signals 

were 1/4 inch in length and large signals were 1/2 inch 

long. 

Equipment for Recording and Measuring 
the Dependant variables 

The equipment used for recording and measuring the 

dependent variables consisted of two response buttons, one 

for each subject, and a physiograph recorder equipad with 

the required accessories. 

Response Buttons 

A handle grip type response button was attached to 

each subject's performance console. It allowed comfortable 

grip and pressing characteristics while the ans was in a 

relaxed position, A response button is shown in Figure 3. 

Physiograph Recorder and Accessories 

A physiograph Six recorder was used to record 
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subjects' responses, signals produced, and subjects' heart 

rates and skin temperatures. It is manufactured by E S M 

Instrument Compsny, Houston, Texas, and has the ability to 

record on six analogue channels, plus time, event and op¬ 

tional servo channel. The time, event and optional servo 

channel was adjusted so as the pen deflection in one direc¬ 

tion would indicate the time, and in the other direction 

would indicate one subject's response. Therefore, in effect, 

seven channels were used to record the measured and moni¬ 

tored variables* Figure 6 shows the physiograph recorder 

and accessories. A brief description of each channel and 

the accessories connected with it will follow and the seven 

channels are shown clearly in Figure 7. 

Channel #3 and the optional servo Channel were used 

to record responses of the right-hand and left-hand subjects, 

p*BP*°tively, The input from the two response buttons was 

connected to a DC-AC preamplifier and a Channel amplifier, 

respectively. Deflection of each pen indicated subjects' 

response corresponding to that channel. 

Channel #4 was used to record the actual signal. 

The input signal from the tape recorder was connected to 

the Channel through the A-D convertor, a DC-AC preamplifier 

and a channel amplifier. Having the signal on the recorder 

next to the responses allowed instantaneous judgement of 

subjects' response at the time of signal oceurance. 
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Fig. 6.--Phyciograph rccòrdcr and accGsaorifcS 

Fig. 7.--A sample recording showing the 
seven physi.ograph ciiannels 

li 
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Channels 12 and #S were used to Monitor right-hand 

and left-hand subjects' under-arm skin temperatures. TUm- 

perature was measured by a disc type surface thermister 

connected to the recording channel amplifier through a 

thermistor bridge and a carrier preamplifier. Skin tempera¬ 

ture was monitored as a safety precaution against undesi- 

rable temperature increases during the experimental run. 

Channels fl and 16 were used to monitor the subjects' 

heart rates. Surface electrodes were placed on the subjects' 

chest to transfer heart beats (EKG) to the channel amplifier 

through a DC-AC preamplifier. Heart rates were also 

monitored as a safety precaution against any undesirable 

effects due to high astbient temperatures. 

Supporting Eouipmsnt 

The supporting equipment consisted of a white noise 

circuit, two head-phones, and two performance consoles and 

chairs. 

White Noise Circuit 

In order to prevent any auditory distractions from 

affooting subjects' visual performance, white noise was 

generated and emmitted in the environmental chamber. The 

white noise level was adjusted to 85 decibels to insure 

■asking all noises produced by the heating and cooling 
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systems of the chamber. The noise circuit (Figure 8) 

consisted of three components! a generator« an amplifier 

and a speaker. A model 4SSC random-noise generator manu¬ 

factured by Grason-Stadler, West Concord« Massachusetts 

was used to generate wide-band noise of uniform spectrum 

level. A Mack it 30 amplifier connected the generator to 

the speaker. Zt is manufactured by McIntosh Laboratory« 

Binghamton« New York and had a wide range of operating 

frequencies and intensities. The speaker used was model 

AX97S96 manufactured by Acoustic Research« Znc.« Cambridge« 

Massachusetts. Zt consistently produced the required noise 

at varying degrees of temperature and humidity. 

Head-Phones 

IWo Sony headphonss model number DR-6C were used 

to transfer the instructions to the two subjects. They 

were used only during the instruction and practice period 

and were put aside during the remainder of the experiment. 

Performance Consoles and Chairs 

A horizontal table and a vertical white screen made 

of cardboard served as a performance console for each 

subject. The work/rest light switches were placed at the 

middle of the table and the headphones and response buttons 

were attached to the table in front of the cardboard screen. 



Fig. 8.--White noise equipment 
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Th« otrdboêrd had • round opening in tha niddia equal in 

•is« to, and through which was visible, the oeeilloseopa 

•orean. All eleotrluAl eonnaetiona and tha two •aeilloa* 

oopas vara hidden behind the cardboard and only tha soroana 

and light svitehas war« visible to aubjaets. In front of 

•«oh tabla a slightly padded ohair was usad by subjaota. 

The chair allowed lateral oovatsant of loga and slight ohangas 

in position to niniai ta boradoa and fatigue, lha parfor» 

aanca consola and ohair ara shown in Figura 1. 

Maasuraaanta 

Subject«1 aonitoring parforaanoe was the aain aaa- 

suraaant in this investigation. A vertical vigilance teak 

was usad as tha perfomance criterion. A snail dot of light 

displayed at tha center of tha oscilloscope aerean served 

as tha background avant. Its no venant, up or down, 1/b or 

1/2 an inch, produced the required aignal. Tha subject's 

task was to detect the signal, whenever one oeoured, and 

to discrininate between short and long signals. Tha two 

measured perfonsance paraaetera were percent correct detec¬ 

tions and percent correct responses. 

Percent correct detections were aeasured by the 

number of signals detected, regardless of identifying their 

magnitude correctly, during ona performance period, divided 

by the total number of signals presanted in such period 



«nd »ulnplUd by om hundred. Cêoh ptrfonMno« period 

«#«• ton Ainu too in iongth during ohloh four tlgMlo oor# 

prooonttd» 

Poroont oorroot rooponooo «#«■ oooourod by tho 

nuobtr of olgnoio dotootod end oorroctly Idtntifiod in 

oognitudo during ««oh porforoonoo period, divided by the 

totei nuober of eignole preeentod in eueh period end ouU 

tip lied by one hundred. Detecting e elgnel end felling 

to Identify ite negnitude correctly reeulted in e elee 

when celculetlng percent correct reeponeee. Htonuhlle, 

it wee coneidered e hit in celculeting percent correct 

deteotione. 

Subject« • heart ratee and akin teaperaturee were 

■onitored throughout the experiment ae a eafety precaution 

egeinet any undeeireble phyeiological changea due to high 

eebient teaperaturee. 

« 



CMArrcÄ in 

CWrrv MENTAL OCSXON 

Thi« olupttr 1« cor «m«d with fivt Mp«ot« of tho 

lnv««tli4tioni th« toak, th« vorUhlo«, tho oubjoeto, tho 

«totiotieol dooign of tho tvporlaont ond tho onporiaontol 

rout in«. A ••poroto ooetlon will bo dovotod to dooorlbo 

•och of tho obovo foctoro. 

Th«T-* 

A ono-diaonolonol vortieol viouol vlglloneo took 

u«s u««d to oooooo tho offoeto of tho indopondont vorlobloo 

on huoon porfonooneo. Viouol vlgiloneo bohovlor uouolly 

roquiroo oporotoro to Monitor o dloploy, dotoet ond thon 

roport ony ehongoo in it« Thooo chongoo oro infroquont 

ond oro eollod oignolo. Signólo noy rooult fron diocroot 

stinuloo which oro oddod or tokon owoy fron tho dloploy or 

noy oppoor oo chongoo in o eontinuouoly prooontod background* 

Signóla noy oloo bo tronoiont or poroiotontt tho foraor 

being o deflection which retumo to ito originel pooition 

after a short period of tine, ond tho letter being o perma¬ 

nent deflection which returns to ito originel pooition 

only when detected ond reset by tho observer. A transient 

type sígnelo and o continuous background wore adopted for 

the took uood in this investigation. 

49 
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Th« input to th« t«ak u««4 oon«Uto4 of on lilual- 

n«t«4 «pot of U#it dUpltyod «t th« o«nt«r of • 4*i»k 

vUimI 4i«pl«y <o«oi: U«t!op« «or«on). Ihi« r« pro« ont «d 

th« oontinyou« b«ok«rou*ni * /«nt. Infr«qu«ntlyc «t rondoo 

int«rv«i« of tUw th« Uftht «pot itt«p«d up or ¿rvn • o«r- 

t«in di«««ne« for * v«ry short p«riod of tioe (O.ft ««eond 

for «Mtll «i|n«i« «nd 1 ««eond for Urs« •Un«!«), th«n 

wont booh to it« orisinoi position. TM« «ovoaont r«pr«- 

•ont«d « transient «ign«l. Th« tubjeet«' t««k «#«« to 

dot «et and roport « «isnal whonovor on« oceursd. IWo 

difforant «it« «ignsl« w«ro us«di • «noli signal which 

oorraopondod to • l/*” disploeonant of th« light «pot9 and 

« largo «ignsl which corresponded to « 1/2" dUplaeoncnt 

of th« light «pot. Subject« wer« to distinguish b«tw««n 

•nail and larg« signal« and to respond accordingly. Th« 

oorroot res pons • for a snail signal was to pros« th« rat- 

pons« button and rslaas« it InasdUf lyt while the on« 

required for a largo signal was to pros« th« rospons« 

button and hold it down «bout five seconds boforo releasing 

it. A sanpl« recording of th« signal displayed, showing 

« snail signal, a large signal and the background event, 

is shown in Figure 9. 

Signals occured in a random nann«r with « naan 

interval between signal« of 2.S minutes, a minimum interval 

of 0.S minutes end a maximum interval of S minutes. Signal 
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Pit* *.--Sftapit reeerdlnc of •■oil 
ond iorg« ■ifñola 

rot« wo« flx«d eonstont ot • «ignol« por 20 «inutos, <« 

•ignal« por 10 «inuto«), four of which wor« ««oll «ifnol« 

«nd four wor« lorgo signals. 

The choies of this specific task to represent a 

vigilonco watch was proaotod by ssvsral factors. Firstly, 

tha task si«ulatss «any industrial and Military situations 

whsrs tho operators' task is to «onitor a screen looking 

for unusual signals. Secondly, this task, with tho process 

of discriainaticn included, provided two levels of difficulty 



on wMoh •ubJooM* porfonMnot eould bo ovoluo'od toporovoly. 

r&nolly, tho took woo oooiky eontrollod ond oonktorod by 

tho ooporiMMol odulpaont ovolloèlo. 

luèjoeto porforaod tho vltlloneo took only durln« 

thoir work por lodo, taring roo« por iodo thoy woro rooplo- 

toly ot oooo. Thoy woro ovppllod with rood in# ortorUI ond 

wort olloood to do whot thoy plooood oooopt for thro# roo- 

trletlono. Thoy «oro not ollowod to tolk with ooeh othor* 

wdik In tho roen or «o to «loop ot ony tloo during tho root 

poriodo. Tho oubjoeto* bohovior 1 no Ido tho ooporinontol 

«hoobor will bo dltowMod in grootor dotoi U in o Utor 

•ootion doooriblng tho oRporinontol proooduro. 

Intorost in wifiIones porfórnense eróse olnulte- 

neouely in nony fields. In industry, quelltv control 

people hove been eoneemed ebout e ehorp drop in detection 

flewt which wee reported to occur in tho first thirty to 

forty-five oinuteo of eeeh work period. Since World Wer ZI, 

the oil!tory hos been olorood by the nunbor of redor con- 

teets being niosed by reder op#retort end tho ehorp increeee 

in nieces with tho elepoe of tine. Peycholcgitto studying 

thoorotieel problens of huaen bohevior hove grown intorootod 

in vlgiloneo eo o feetor intorecting with ouch booic vorio- 

blos os notivetion end deeieion-neking. With the odvonco- 

aent of outoaetion, aen'o primory took in aeny aon-aochino 

at will bo thet of aonitoring. Tho wide tprood •yetoi 
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MtlitMtlo* 9t ««êtlofi« at prataat v* «a# graat 

aotaMial aaaaaáataé alfh Ha aaa la tat fatara ha« laílaaa» 

ca4 th# caalr« of a vifiuaoa «aal aa a arltarUa far fr- 

fanMaaa avalaoilaa la tau lavoaflaat laa. 

fat »aria»Ita 

Di roa aa)or aroapa of «ariabloa all! *a 4laaaaaa4 

la «ala • oat loa i «ao ia4apa*4aa« vanaèloa, «ha lapawáaot 

variaHaa aaé «Ha o^ntrolloa var.aMaa* ta# flrtt fraap 

rapraaaata taooo varia»Ua «alea «ara variad ovar diffaraat 

aaa«rollad lavaU aa aa «a aaaaaa «haïr affaata aa parfar- 

aaaaa. Tha aaaaad group rapraaaa«« taoaa varlahlaa whlah 

«ara affao«ad by «ha fir«« group «ad «hoir varia«Iaaa pro¬ 

vida a aaaaa af avalua«iag parforoanea. Tha third group 

rapraaaa«« th©«« variablaa «dtioh «ara contrallad aad aaia- 

taiaad canotant undar ail auparlMatal oondi«lanat in ardar 

ta ai niai sa «hoir affac«« en «ha aaa«urad paraaatar«. 

Tha Indaoandan« Variabla« 

Aabl«nt T«aporatura.—Thl« exportant «as parfaraad 

undar thraa conditions of roca ««aparatura«( T«# 12 and 

90*F on tha «ffoot!va taaparatur« «cal«. Ralativ« huaidity 

«sa Maintained constant at SO parcant and tha avarag« air 

velocity insid« tha axpariasntal chaabar «as 10 foot par 

ainut«. Tha abova aantionad affactiva taaparatur«« «ar« 
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értilmd ty «d)i»«t&nc «h« drv-byU tnd «•«-byit» 

r«»Mr9l« 10 'Ht ftllOWlA« fhrtt C«*||lêtlOMI I«/«?, 

!»/»• tnd Dt/Vt« rttfitefIvtfty. 

Tht thtlM of of foot Ivt ftattrtwrt to to lotto tf 

hott ttrttt vtt tffttttd Oy «toy ftttort. flrtf 'ht lotto 

It ttty to tot totf It tdtttt'tly tftfi'rtlltd Oy 'ht tovlr«*» 

•to'tl thtahtr tot ttolyatot tttllthlt. Al'hty«h tiftt'ivt 

'Mftrt'trtt htvt thttfo 't ht to tort 11 ti it lotto of hot' 

ttrttt tt to'rtatly high 'Mttrt'urto tot/or httw »hytletl 

tt'lvlty» 'hty htvt provtt '• pottttt foot teeurtey for 

tht 'ttptrt'urt rtogt tot tht typt of took yttt lo thlt to. 

vtt'lgt'loo (Und, mi), fiotlly, tht lotto hot hoto 

tottntlvtiy yttt lo tvtlyttlo« ptrfonotoet yottr httt ttrttt 

tot lit tppliothlllty wtt tyaatrltod hy Ttlchotr (111?), 

lo t erltletl rtvltw of oto't tuh}tttlvt rttpoottt to hott» 

lo tht follovlof tordoi 

Tht tfftotlwt ttopt roturo tot It (ET), which 
uttt tovlronaoottl qutotltlto, It tht oott 
yldtiy toploytd, ptrhtpt» btetutt of Itt dlrtct 
toglootrlog potootltl. 

Tht thrtt ItvoIt of tfftetlvt ttaptroturo Invtttl- 

gtttd wort chottn to tttltfy tony rtquirtotntt. Flrtt» 

thoy til art vtry rtallttle ttaptrtturtt which trt found 

in many porto of tht country. Stoondly, tht thrtt ttoptro- 

turoo trt wall within tht tolaronca limito ttt for 8 hourt 

working-days (Lind, 1963( McCormick, 1957( Stilt, 1967). 

Tht lowtr tcaptroturt of 7t*F (ET) rtprtttnttd 
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••***•1 ••»••I tMiltlMM» ft ••rvM êê ê èêtt lint 

tor totmuiiit «ft un« ftrfrrMiM« •« flMiM« rmm 

fMMr«Wrt# 1ft •rtor tr frovtoft • m—*ê «f tvftlftêtlftf «k« 

Mit •fto*'« «n MrtorMK#« «Km t« **• «w» *t0*r 

<MHrft««rM. lUlUr «r •iMKtlf lirtomn« 

K««« Km «iftf totor» m iftvftttiafttiftft« «r tftftUéiir m« 

•••• Mt«r> ftftf tft ftM« •«••• fftrfftrftftftM «M to«ft4 •ftlMft 

él «KM« ««ftéitlftftft (OMFttMft, Ulli IU«M«r«Kt IIMl 

VMfifllft«, 1111), III MO OM« • ffftfttñt ln ftrftrftftiifti 

«M rtpftriftf A4 ft rftftult «f n««« ««r««« «< ««m tftftfftfffttftr««. 

Di« ftifftt« «ftooti«« tftftfftrfttftff« «r •f*r rftfrftftftfttftft 

■ftftorfttftijf Ko« «muitiftftft. CKiitrftftlfttorr votolt« K««« Koon 

rtfortfté U CK« litftrttyr« rftfftriluf «MtKftr «r not ft 

dfteroMftt ift frforKftft— fto«« ooeor «t tKl« ff r«t«io. 

Th* «IlflKt dlftoroitc«« in «onftitlotft ftiift fmtiimM of 

••«K Invofttlffttlon fto not provift« ftoonrftt« Mos of eoftf* 

ruo«» Nftw«vftrt with som «•««ion lu «loft, «o «««1ft (rmp 

pravloM roftftftroh fteeordln« to «KotKftr or ftot tK«r Kov« 

rof rtfttf oofto fto or—nt ln tK« «lolnlty of lt*F CtT>, tKo 

group «Kloh (too rfrtod oooo doorooont of pirftrain«» 

Ineludofti Nplor» Ulli Provino t ftl.. m«| onft Gftrf ntort 

lltl. Th« othftr group ougffttlng no ftooraaont ot «Kl« 

tftftf roturo 1 nolud ««i Pino «t ol.. 1110 § Chllfto« Ulf | 

«nd Nftokarorth, 1110. Such dloftgroooont botooon roftooroKoro 

•uggMtod further invootlgotlon of thlo tftftf roturo. 
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!*• Mt* «r •••f «CTI r*pw*i94 r«i*«r 

*#« «IlMtl« MMitlMt. I« U ««It «t«M* tu« 

«•l«r«M« liait« ««et»«««4 f«r Mn, «*«w «• »«ra—m 

«MMiraèl« «ff«««« «r* li»«^ «• ««««r. 0»«r«Hiit în ««r- 

r«*M*«« km *««« r«#«rt«« t# «Mur «« «*!• t#^«r«««rt 1« 

mêî «r «*• ««««IM n«i««M CtopUr, l«ll| fr«Mr «m 

<f««««Mt |«|$| né+wrih, m«i CM9Mit«rt l«tt>. ««««r. 

t*«l«««« f«« «tatiM Km r«p#r«4M «• «««* fiirtunî (u«* 

•M J««m*«m, 11111 okiIm, 1919). 

«♦f* ftfio«.--«or« H h «4 I« 40 timé Mr« m «a« 

«M«t«a M« lM«r««l «mHk4 ém mmfr—t «r«U «r, «M 

tia« lM«rv«l K«tw»M tm ta—«—i«« rMt «•»•««. Tara« 

Hrt«é« mm «t»««««! M, M «m «• ai«««««. UM 

«M« «Mi«4 «M va«••«•« êé aMT tiaM m 000004 ta ra««* 

• t«t«| 44*4 énratl«« 4t IN mimtéé (9 *•««<•) p4r ««tari» 

a«a«al MMlta. H «art It t*m ta« «a* «aHat «m 

«ava/va«t rafla iatavattiaM «4«ttaa far tau Uv««tl§«tiaii. 

tMr «ofaal mliaarnul «aMâriaa« vltUaaa« 

«arfora«i«ta km kmm umm ta «««Um •icMriaaatlr «ftar 

ta« flvat N ta N aiaata« af ««««a. If «a« ««t«a aaatlaaM» 

• «art aatarata taaliM U parrara«»«« ukm pi000 004 

aaatlaaa« aatll ta« «M af «ara. A typlaal «Ifila»«« a«, 

«a»*« «taptad fvaa W««fcwart*. I«U9 I« «aair» U Mfm U. 

Ofta» t ««éia» lapravaaaat U pari«ra«»«« aaaava tarif« 

ta« last aiaata« af »«te», ra«artla«c af taa tatal la«cta 
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Fig, 11,—A typical vigilance decrement, 
adapted from Mackworth (19SO) 
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of the watch period. This improven¿.nt ia known as the 

end-spurt and depends mainly on the observer's knowledge 

of time during the watch (Bergum, 1963). If the observer 

has no means of knowing or estimating time, end-spurt is 

unlikely to occur. 

Vigilance studies in hot climates have been repor¬ 

ting contradictory results, as has been discussed earlier. 

Nevertheless, some studies have reported detrimental effects 

on performance as a result of heat stress (Mackworth, 1946; 

Pepler, 1953; Frazer and Jackson, 1955). The nature of 

decrement in hot environments differed considerably from 

one investigation to the other and did not follow the same 

decrement pattern found under normal climatic conditions. 

To add to the complexity of the problem, those investigators 

who havs found decrement in performance disagreed among 

themselves as to when, and at what temperatures, such de¬ 

crement occurs. The time on watch, after which a signifi¬ 

cant impairment in performance takes place at various 

environmental temperatures, is still to be determined. 

Host vigilance studies have used the first 20 minu¬ 

tes on watch to determine the observers' optimum performance, 

before any decrement takes place, then proceeded to evaluate 

performance decrement over time in 20 minutes increments. 

Some studies have used 30 minutes as their perforsuince 

period. Mackworth (1951) evaluated subjects' performance 
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every 30 minutes but presented the signals only during the 

first 20 minutes of each 30 minutes period. IVenty minutes 

on watch is widely acceptable as an adequate period with no 

impairment in performance. Neverthelessf a word of caution 

should be added here as to the a priori acceptance of the 

above, since most vigilance results depend primordially on 

various experimental and task variables. 

Although performance is expected to decline after 

one half hour of watch, changing operators on monitoring 

tasks after such a short period was found too complicated 

in practica. Some industries, in a compromise effort, 

have tried one hour on-the-job for inspectors and monito¬ 

ring operators. Also, one hour on duty was recommended by 

Mackworth (1961) for military purposes, and has been used 

extensively by him in vigilance studies. 

The above discussion had a strong effect on the 

choice of 20 and 60 minutes as the shorter and longer work 

periods. It was felt that within such a range, which brid¬ 

ges between the theoretical findings in the laboratory and 

the convenient practices in real life, a better picture of 

performance changes could be achieved. The third time 

period tested (40 minutes) was chosen to represent the mean 

of the other two periods and to bridge the wide gap between 

them. 

Work/Rest Ratio,—Work/rest ratio is the ratio 
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between one work period and one rest period in any work/rest 

schedule. Two work/rest ratios were used in this research: 

2/1 and 3/1. These two ratios represented the cases of 

two work stations three men crews and three work stations 

four men crews. The six work/rest schedules resulting from 

the interaction between work periods and work/rest ratios 

are shown in Figure 10. 

The rest periods introduced relieved subjects only 

from the vigilance task. However, it did not affect the 

heat load imposed on them, since subjects were not allowed 

to leave the hot chamber at any time before the end of their 

experimental session. This is a realistic restriction 

since people working in hot environments can usually relieve 

themselves only from the work load by resting for a few 

minutes in the same hot environment where they are working. 

The choice of the work/rest ratios used was affec¬ 

ted by many factors. Practical considerations had some 

effect, since it is customary to have more than one work 

station in any monitoring facility. TVo and three work 

stations are common and any conclusions reached from their 

study could be applied to 4, 6, 8, 9, ....etc. work stations 

(multiples of 2 or 3). 

Research in the area of work/rest schedules has 

been concerned with work and rest periods longer than, and 

usually in multiple of, one hour (Adams and Chiles, 1960; 
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Chiles, Alluisi end Adams, 1968). The fewer studies inves¬ 

tigating shorter periods centered around a 1/1 work/rest 

ratio (Mackworth, 1950), The short rest period in a typical 

work/rest scheme has not been investigated. The introduc¬ 

tion of rest pauses or different ways of interrupting the 

vigilance watch has been known to improve performance 

(Bergum and Lehr, 1962{ Mackworth, 1950). However, the 

problem of determining the length of the rest period needed 

to restore performance to its original level, is still under 

investigation. 

Rest periods in hot environments present another 

problem. Their effect is no longer a simple one which 

depends mainly on one factor, but rather a complex effect 

which depends on several factors and their interactions. 

Assuming that rest pauses do enhance performance at normal 

environmental temperatures, similar effects at hot conditions 

are debatable. Any favorable effects on performance due 

to rest periods might be offset by increasing the duration 

of heat exposure, as a result of introducing such a rest. 

Other factors associated with rest pauses, like motivation, 

boredom, monotony, ....etc,, might play a completely dif¬ 

ferent role in hot environments. 

The above discussion clearly illustrates the need 

for further investigation of the effects of rest periods 

on vigilance performance in the heat. The amount of rest 
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needed at different work periods and various heat loads, 

represents an interesting point for investigation. The 

interaction between the three work periods and the two 

work/rest ratios used in this investigation yielded 6 

different rest periods ranging from 7 to 30 minutes. Such 

a wide range was useful in accurately evaluating the length 

of the rest period needed to restore performance to its 

original level at different degrees of work and/or environ¬ 

mental temperature. 

Time Interval.—As explained earlier, the three 

different work periods, 20, 40 and 60 minutes were repeated 

six, three and two times, respectively so that ths total 

work duration per session would be 120 minutes. These 

120 minutes were divided into twelve equal 10 minutes 

intervals (Figure 12). During each 10 minutes time interval 

performance was evaluated in order to assess the effects of 

time-on-task. Since the signal rate was fixed constant at 

4 signals per 10 minutes, the musber of hits during any 

time interval provided an accurate measure of performance 

during this interval. It was felt that breaking down the 

performance data to the minimum possible would allow better 

evaluation of the problem and better understanding of the 

role of time-on-task in a vigilance situation. 
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The Dependent Variable« 

The primary variable of intere»t in this investi¬ 

gation was human performance• Two different parameters 

were used to assess such performance namely, percent cor¬ 

rect detections and percent correct responses. Each of 

these parameters was analyzed separately as shown ir the 

next chapter. 

Percent Correct Detections «—Percent correct detec¬ 

tions, often called probability of signal detection, is 

the number of signals detected in a time interval, divided 

by the number of signals presented in the same time inter¬ 

val, and multiplied by 100. Since the time intervals were 

kept constant at 10 minutes, and the signal rate was also 

constant at 4 signals per 10 minutes, the number of signals 

detected during any 10 minutes period provided an accurate 

assessment of performance during this period. Percent 

correct detections was chosen as a performance criterion 

because of its accuracy in representing vigilance behaviour. 

Despite the large number of performance measures, like 

reaction time, observing response, number of false alarms,... 

etc., percent correct detections is the most commonly used 

in vigilance research (Blackwell, 1970). 

Percent Correct Responses.—Percent correct responses 

is defined as the number of signals detected and correctly 

identified in magnitude during one time interval (10 minutes). 
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divided by the number of signals presented in the same 

interval (4 signals), and multiplied by 100. Here again, 

the number of signals detected and identified in any 10 

minutes interval represented the ability of the observer 

to discriminate between small and large signals during this 

interval. The choice of this parameter as a performance 

criterion was governed by practical considerations, since 

operators on a monitoring task are usually expected to exert 

some sort of decision making and/or comparative judgement 

as to what kind of signals they have detected. 

Any vigilance task usually requires five processes 

on the part of the observer: detection, interpretation, 

comparison, decision making and action. In the case of 

continuous background events and transient signals, like 

the task used for this investigation, only the processes 

of detection, interpretation and action are emphasised. 

The other two processes, namely comparison and decision 

making are not well represented. However, adding the dis¬ 

crimination phase to the task will provide equal emphasis 

to the five processes mentioned. It will also allow further 

grading of subjects' response beyond the detection stage. 

The Controlled Variables 

The controlled variables consist of all the varia¬ 

bles which were maintained constant throughout the 



experiment, Variations among those variables have been 

shown to influence performance and to confound the effacts 

of the independent variables if left uncontrolled. There¬ 

fore, they were controlled and kept constant in order to 

minimize their effects at various experimental conditions. 

These variables could be categorized in three different 

groups : the environmental controlled variables, the subject 

controlled variables and the task controlled variables. 

The environmental controlled variables were: time 

of the experiment, acclimatization and noise. All experi¬ 

mental sessions were held in the afternoons between two 

and eight o'clock to minimize any effects arising from 

diurnal rhythms of subjects. All subjects were unacclima¬ 

tized and were exposed to the heat only once to avoid any 

side effects due to acclimatization. The white noise level 

was maintained constant at 85 decibles to provide adequate 

masking of any extraneous noises during the experiment. 

The subject controlled variables were: sex, health, 

age range, learning and motivation. All subjects were male 

undergraduate students, of good health and between 20 and 

25 years of age. They had no previous experience with the 

vigilance task or the heat chamber. They were all allowed 

the same learning period during the instructions and prac¬ 

tice period immediately preceding the actual experiment. 

Nevertheless, individuals usually differ as to their 
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investigation. They were then screened according to their 

age, health and medical history. Those selected to parti¬ 

cipate in the experiment were between 20 and 25 years of 

*8«» of good health and having no ailments that might in¬ 

terfere with the task variables. They were instructed to 

eat no food and participate in no heavy physical activity 

at least one hour before their scheduled experimental run. 

They were also advised to get their normal amount of sleep 

the night prior to their run. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to the eighteen 

experimental conditions, with a total of six subjects per 

cell. Each subject performed the experiment only once, with 

no previous training on the task except a few minutes of 

practice during the instructions and practice period, 

immediately preceding the actual run. 

Using subjects in this framework has the advantages 

of minimizing any misleading effects on performance due to 

individual differences between subjects, motivation, lear¬ 

ning, training, heat acclimatization and diurnal rhythms. 

The large sample of subjects used increased the power of 

the statistical testing and allowed better accuracy in 

projecting the results to a larger population. 

Statistical Design of the Experiment 

The four independent variables, ambient temperature, 
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work period, work/rest ratio and time interval, were ana¬ 

lyzed to determine their effect on performance* A separate, 

but similar analysis was run for each of the two dependent 

variables, percent correct detections and percent correct 

responses* A complete randomized factorial design with six 

used and the factor's involved are shown in 

Table 1* 

The model for the randomized factorial design is 

(Hicks, 1966): 

Xijkl„ * U ♦ Ai ♦ Bj ♦ AB^ ♦ Ck ♦ ACi|c ♦ BCjk ♦ ABCijk 

* D1 * ADn ♦ BDn * ABDiji ♦ CDkl ♦ ACDikl 

♦ BCDjkl * ABCDijkl * Rn ♦ Lijkln 

where : 

Xijkln 8 d«P«ndent variable observed at i, j, k, 1 

and n of their respective treatments 

U s common effect for the whole experiment 

A¿ * ambient temperature effect, isl,2,3 

Bj « work period effect, j*l,2,3, 

Cjç « work/rest ratio effect, k«l,2 

■ time interval effect, 1*1,2,.,12 

Rn * replication effect, n«l,2,...,6 for all i, 

j,k and 1 

^ijkln s random error 

Table 2 shows the estimated mean squares and the 

ratios required for the F-statistics. 
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TABLE 1 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Factor Lab»l Level Type Effect 

1. Ambient Temperature A 

2. Work Period B 

3. Work/Rest Ratio C 

4. Time Interval D 

1. 74°F (ET) Fixed 
2. 82°F (ET) 
3. 90°F (ET) 

1. 20 minutes Fixed 
2. 40 minutes 
3. 60 minutes 

1. 2/1 ratio Fixed 
2. 3/1 ratio 

1. 1st 10 min. Fixed 
2. 2nd 10 min. 
3. 3rd 10 min. 
4. 4th 10 min. 
5. 5th 10 min. 
6. 6th 10 min. 
7. 7th 10 min. 
8. 8th 10 min. 
9. 9th 10 min. 

10. 10th 10 min. 
11. 11th 10 min. 
12. 12th 10 min. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

5. Replication Random 
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TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED MEAN SQUARES 

Model d.f. EMS F test 

Bi 

ABij 

Ck 

ACik 

BCjk 

ABCijk 

Dl 

Ann 

BDjl 

ABDij! 

CDjçi 

ACDikl 

BGDjkx 

ÄBCDijki 

Bn 

Eijkln 

2 

2 

4 

1 

2 

2 

4 

11 

22 

22 

44 

U 

22 

22 

44 

5 

1075 

1295 

2 2 
<5e ♦ 432 da 

2 2 
<Je ♦ 432 dj, 

2 2 
de ♦ 144 dab 

2 2 
de ♦ 648 Oc 

2 2 
de ♦ 216 dac 

2 2 
de ♦ 216 dbc 

2 2 
öe + 72 dab,, 

2 2 
de ♦ 108 dd 

2 2 
de ♦ 36 dad 

2 2 
de ♦ 36 dbd 

2 2 
öe ♦ 12 dabd 

2 2 
öe ♦ S4 dcd 

2 2 
de ♦ 18 dacd 

2 2 
öe ♦ 18 dbcd 

2 . 2 
öe + 6 °abcd 

2 2 
dt ♦ 216 dr 

2 
öe 

A/E 

B/E 

AB/E 

C/E 

AC/E 

BC/E 

ABC/E 

D/E 

AD/E 

BD/E 

ABD/E 

CD/E 

ACD/E 

BCD/E 

ABCD/E 

R/E 
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Experimental Routine 

The experiment /as conducted in the environaantal 

laboratory located in the Industrial Engineering Building, 

room 104, A floor plan of the laboratory is shown in Fi¬ 

gure 13. The environmental chamber occupies a large space 

of the laboratory. The two small rooms on its sides are 

used as viewing areas and for experimental equipment. 

Only the two subjects, the two stations and the 

equipment required for producing white noise were placed 

inside the environmental chamber as shown in Figure 14. 

The experimenter and all the other equipment were placed 

in the north room as shown in Figure IS. 

Two hours before any scheduled run, all the equip¬ 

ment was turned on. This provided an adequate warm-up 

period for the electrical equipment. It also allowed enough 

time for the environmental chamber to reach the required 

levels of dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures and to stabilise 

there. After all the settings and controls were checked 

and adjusted, the equipment was ready for experimentation. 

Subjects performed the experiment in pairs. However, 

each subject was visually isolated from the other and they 

were instructed not to talk to each other at any time. They 

were all dressed in long sleeve shirts, trousers and shoes* 

Upon arrival for the experimental session, subjects were 

asked to leave their watches and belongings outside the 
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Fig* 13,—Floor plan of tho onvironaont«! 
laboratory 
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15.—Experiñenter and equipment outside 
the environmental chamber 
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environmental chamber. They were then led inside the 

chamber by the experimenter. The three hours exposure to 

heat started at this moment. 

Inside the chamber, heart rate electrodes and tem¬ 

perature thermistors were placed on subjects’ chest and 

skin, respectively. Subjects were then seated in their 

work stations and were asked to position their headphones 

and get ready to listen to the instructions. The experi¬ 

menter then left the chamber and the instructions were 

played on the tape recorder. 

The purpose of the instructions was to introduce 

subjects to the experiment and the task as illustrated in 

the Appendix. To achieve consistency of the instructions 

they were recorded earlier on magnetic tape and were played 

back each time prior to the experiment. Sample signals 

were shown along with the appropriate responses. Work and 

rest periods were explained together with the subjects’ 

expected behavior during each period. A practice period 

was included to clarify the subjects* understanding of 

their task. 

At the end of the instructions and practice period, 

the subjects were asked to remove their headphones and get 

ready for the experiment to start. The experimenter went 

inside the chamber to answer any questions the subjects might 

have. Me then turned the white noise generator and speaker 
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on and left the chamber. The vigilance watch started at 

this point and lasted for a total of 170 minutes, during 

which subjects worked and rested according to a specific 

work/rest schedule. Adding the 10 minutes of subjects' 

preparation, instructions and practice, their total exposu¬ 

re to heat was three hours. The duration of the experiment 

was selected to be three hours to provide accurate balancing 

of various work/rest schedules under investigation and to 

generate a total of two hours of work in each. It also 

allowed better bases of comparison with other studies since 

most of the ones conducted in hot climates lasted between 

two and four hours. 

Subjects' performance, temperatures and heart rates 

were recorded on the physiograph recorder placed outside 

the chamber. This allowed minute by minute inspection of 

these variables. Occasionally, subjects were viewed from 

the one-way windows to insure proper performance of the 

task. At the end of the three hours exposure, the experi¬ 

menter went inside the chamber. He took off the electrodes 

and thermistors from the subjects' skin. Subjects were 

then allowed to go and all the equipment was turned off. 

This signaled the termination of one experimental run. 



CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

This chapter is devoted to the results of the 

investigation! Wie significant effects of the independent 

variables on the dependent variables as determined by 

statistical techniques will be presented and discussed. 

The significant effects were determined by a sta¬ 

tistical analysis of variance. A complete randomized 

factorial design was used to test the significance of the 

independent variables. A computer program-QAD TANOVA-written 

by Charles Burdsal and provided by the Texas Tech Computer 

Center, was used for statistical testing on an IBM-360 

computer. The program yielded the following information* 

1* source table for each dependent variable, 

2. F-ratio for all main effects and interactions, 

>• probability of oecurance by chance for all main 

effects and interactions, 

*• cell means and standard deviations for all main 

effects and interactions. 

A summary of the significant effects for all depen¬ 

dent variables is shown in Table 3 for comparison purposes. 

««ch of the two dependent variables, namely percent 

oorreet detections and percent correct responses will be 

7« 
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discussed in a separate section. An analysis of variance 

table will be presented for each variable along with graphs 

and discussions of each of the significant effects. 

TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS 

Source of Percent Correct Percent Correct 
Variation Detections Responses 

Ambient Temperature, A^ 

Work Period, 

Work/Rest Ratio, C^ 

Time Interval, 

Replication, Rr 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.OS 

.01 

.05 

.OS 

.01 

.01 

.OS 

.05 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.05 



PTcant Correct Daf ctioni 

•0 

Th« «n«ly«ia of v«ri«no« for th« porotnt oorroot 

detectiona ¿a ahown in Tabl« H. Th« aignifleant «ff«ota 

will b« diacuaa«d in th« aam order th«y appear ln that 

tabl«. 

Aabi«nt teaperature waa found to have a highly 

aignificant «ffoet (.01 l«v«l) on p«re«nt corraet d«t«etlona. 

A decroaant in perfonaane« occur«d wh«n «ffectlv« t«apera- 

tur« waa lnor«aa«d froa 7« to I2*r or froa 12 to I0*r. A 

plot of percent correct detection« veraue anient effective 

teaperatura la ehovn in Figure I«. A Duncan Multiple Range 

teat for treetnent aaana indicated a aignificant differ«nee 

in percent correct deteetiona between the three effective 

teaperaturea under inveatlgatlon, 7«, 92 and •0*f. 

Aa explained earlier, aaaeuree of perferaanoe in 

heat tend to be epeeiflo to a particular eet of experiaental 

condition« (Papier, 1991). Taking thla into coneidelation, 

we will proceed to dlaouaa the reeulta obtained here and 

their relation to previoue reaearoh. 

High eablent teaperaturea have been ehown to produe« 

a deereaent in vigilance perferaanoe (•urelll, 1999| 

Maekworth, 19S1| Pepler, 19ft9| Fraser and Jeekeon, 1999). 

Maekworth uaed artlfielally aocliaatlaed aubjeeta and re¬ 

portad 91 to 97.9*F (ET) to be the critical tone where an 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENT CORRECT DETECTIONS 

Source of 
Variation 

DF Sum of Mean F 
Squares Squares Ratio 

Ambient Temperature 

Work Period, B 

AB 

Work/Rest Ratio, C 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

Time Interval, D 

AD 

BD 

ABD 

CD 

ACD 

BCD 

ABCD 

Replication, R 

Error, E 

Total 

A 2 109.46 

2 22.94 

4 25.75 

1 5.25 

2 12.36 

2 15.20 

4 42.24 

11 120.50 

22 45.17 

22 35.85 

44 63.72 

11 17.03 

22 33.25 

22 40.13 

44 56.94 

5 24,46 

1075 1774.49 

1295 2444.74 

54.73 33.16 * 

11.47 6.95 * 

6.44 3.90 * 

5.25 3.18 

6.18 3.74 ** 

7.60 4.60 ** 

10.56 6.40 * 

10.95 6.64 * 

2.05 1.24 

1.59 0.99 

1.45 0.88 

1.55 0.94 

1.51 0.92 

1.82 1,11 

1.29 0.78 

4.89 2.96 ** 

1.65 

* Significant at .01 level 
*‘Significant at .05 level 
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impairment in performance is expected. Pepler, on the other 

hand, suggested a critical zone between 81 and 86°F (ET) for 

naturally acclimatized men. Since a facilitation in per¬ 

formance usually occurs with acclimatization,unacclimatized 

subjects are expected to show a decrement at temperatures 

slightly lower than those reported above. The significant 

decline in performance found in this investigation at 82°F 

seems to agree with the above discussion. 

The fact that further decrement occured at 90°F (ET) 

agrees with previous studies where performance constantly 

deteriorated with the increase in temperature. The high 

level of performance exhibited at 74°F (ET) is also consis¬ 

tant with various studies which have reported optimum 

performance in the vicinity of this temperature (Madcworth, 

1951j Pepler, 1961), 

Another interesting observation on Figure 16 is the 

variability of performance at different temperatures as 

represented by the standard deviation. Increasing tempera¬ 

ture from 74 to 82 and to 90°F (ET) resulted in larger 

variances every time. The higher variability at hot tempe¬ 

ratures could be attributed to the differences in skill 

between individuals and its relation to heat. Mackworth 

(1951) and Pepler (1961) have reported that skilled subjects 

are generally less affected by heat compared to non-skilled 

ones. Since subjects participating in this investigation 
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were chosen at random, they varied as to their ability to 

perform vigilance tasks. Such variation could have caused 

the larger variances at high temperatures. 

Work period was found to have a highly significant 

effect (.01 level) on percent correct detections. A higher 

decrement in performance was found at longer work periods 

as shown in Figure 17. Increasing the work period from 20 

to 40 minutes or from 40 to 60 minutes resulted in a dete¬ 

rioration in performance. However, a Duncan Multiple Range 

test concluded no significant differences in treatment means 

between the 20 minutes and the 40 minutes work periods. 

Only the 60 minutes condition was significantly different 

from the other two. 

The non-significant difference in detection perfor¬ 

mance between the 20 minutes and the 40 minutes conditions 

seems to contradict previous studies where a significant 

decrement in performance has been observed after 20 to 30 

minutes of watch. However, two factors might be responsible 

for these differences. First, the difficulty of the vigi¬ 

lance task has a strong effect on the rate of performance 

deterioration over time. Therefore, it is rather difficult 

to compare the quantitative results of various studies 

unless they have used primarily identical tasks. Secondly, 

the significant decrement after 20 to 30 minutes, has been 

reported on continuous tasks, not involving any work/rest 
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•eh«a«at Th« introduction of roat parioda night have affec¬ 

ted performence differently, A poaaible effect could be 

the occurence of on end-apurt near the completion of the 

•♦0 minutea period» where eubjecte1 expectancy of a reat 

interval to occur ia high, thua reaulting in a better than 

expected performance average over the entire 40 minutea. 

For the 60 minutea period thia expectancy occured either 

too early and faded away or too late, and in both caaee it 

did not atay long enough to affect the mean performance 

over the 60 minutea of work. Similar improvement« in 

performance over the firet 30 minutea of watch have been 

reported by Colquhoun (19S9). Subject« who were promised 

and given a S minutea rest half-way through a one hour watch, 

have performed aignifioantly better during the firet 30 

minutea than those neither given nor promised any reat. 

Performance at the 60 minutea work period was found 

significantly worse compared to the other two conditions. 

Ihie result agree« with earlier research in vigilance and 

advocates the introduction of rest periods during auch long 

watches. It should be BMntioned at this point that 60 

minutes on watch is often used as the shortest watch period 

in practice. 

The interaction between ambient temperature and work 

period was found to have a highly significant effect 

(.01 level) on percent correct detections. Figure 18 
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Fig, 18,—Percent correct detection* —k.- 
tenparatur, by »oÄISS 
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illustrât«» the performance mean» for variou» ambient tem¬ 

perature and work period combination». Although the overall 

effect was significant, the Duncan test proved no significant 

differences between the three work periods means at either 

74*F (ET) or 82°F (ET). The only significantly different 

means were recorded at the high temperature (90°FET) between 

20 and 60 minutes work periods and between 40 and 60 minutes 

work periods. 

The fact that performance declined with the increase 

in temperature at the three work periods tested, except from 

82 to 90°F (ET) at 20 minutes, is in agreement with the 

earlier discussion about the effects of ambient temperature 

on detection. However, the non-significant differences 

between the three work periods at either 74 or 82°F (ET) is 

surprising. Ideally some decrement would have been expected 

there. Nevertheless, various experimental conditions might 

have influenced performance in the directions reported. 

Possible experimental factors involved include rest periods, 

task difficulty and incentives. Rest periods and their 

favorable effects on performance have been discussed earlier. 

The detection task might have been too simple to generate 

any decrement in performance during long work periods at 

normal and slightly hot conditions (74 and 82°FET). However, 

with the added load of high heat at 90»F (ET), a progressive 

decrement in performance occured as a result of longer work 
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periods. The monetary rewards promisad to the two boat 

performers represented a high level of inoentivee to the 

experimental subjects. Operators have been known to main¬ 

tain their level of performance for long periods when various 

incentives are introduced (Davies and Tune, 1969). However, 

the effect of incentives at high temperatures is greatly 

questionable (Mackworth, 19S1 and Papier, 1961). The above 

discussion provides possible explanations to the experimen¬ 

tal findings. 

Although the work/rest ratio effeet on percent 

correct detections was found to be not significant at the 

conventional 5 percent level, it will be discussed briefly 

here for several reasons. First, the power of the statis¬ 

tical test was caleulatsd to be 0.45, which does not provide 

any conclusive evidence in support of a nonsignificant effeet 

decision. Second, the work/rest ratio effeet was found 

significant at 10 percent which is accepted by many as a 

sufficiently accurate level for statistical testing. Finally, 

its effect on percent correct responses was significant 

at S percent; therefore discussing its effeet on percent 

correct detections will provide better means of comparison 

between the two parameters. A plot of percent correct 

detections versus work/rest ratio is shown in Figure 19. 

Performance at the 2/1 work/rest ratio was found to be 

slightly better than that at the 3/1 ratio. This result 
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supporta tha arguaont that tha graatar tha parlod of ï«et 

allowed to recovar froa tha affaota of work» the higher 

tha parforaanea lovai tharaaftar (Davies and Tuna, lit«). 

Tha 7/1 ratio involved longer rest between any two work 

periodo, coaparad to tha 1/1 ratio, thus allowing perfor¬ 

mance to stay at a slightly higher level. 

Tha interaction between aabient tsaperatura and 

work/raat ratio was found to have a significant affaet (.OS 

level) on percent correct deteetione. A plot of perforaanoe 

naans for tha interaction affaet is shown in Figure 20• 

Pereant correct detections decreased with the inornate in 

tsaperature at both work/raat ratioa. Tha Dunoan test in¬ 

dicated no significant differences between the 2/1 and the 

3/1 work/raat ratios at either ?a*F (ET) or 02#F (ET). 

However, a significant difference between the two work/rest 

ratios was deteeted at •0*F (ET). Hiere was also a signi¬ 

ficant difference in perfonsanoe between the three t sapera¬ 

tures at either 2/1 or 1/1 ratio. 

The differences between temperatures at any one 

work/rest ratio supports the earlier findings about the 

effect of teaperature as a main affaet. Introducing a seat 

period did not interfere with that affaet. It might have 

improved tha average performance level at each temperature 

but it did not offset the differences between various 

temperatures. However, the differences in perforaanoe 
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between the three temperatures at the 2/1 ratio were consi¬ 

derably smaller compared to those at the 3/1 ratio. This 

could be attributed to the effect of the longer rest inter¬ 

vals at the 2/1 work/rest ratio. They could have been long 

enough to enhance performance to a relatively high level, 

even at hot environmental conditions. 

The fact that only at 90°F (ET) there was a signi¬ 

ficant difference in performance between the two work/rest 

ratios could also be attributed to the length of rest pro¬ 

vided by each ratio. At either 74 or 82°F (ET) the heat 

load was not severe enough to require long rest periods 

for recovery. Consequently, the amount of rest did not 

seem to matter at these two temperatures. Furthermore, at 

74°F (ET) the unnecessary long rest periods provided by 

the 2/1 ratio might have caused the slight decrement in 

performance found at this ratio compared to the 3/1 ratio. 

However, at 90°F (ET) subjects apparently needed all the 

rest they could get. Therefore, when the rest periods were 

shorter at the 3/1 ratio, their performance did not recover 

completely, and was significantly lower than the performance 

of the subjects given longer rests at the 2/1 ratio. 

The work period by work/rest ratio interactions was 

found to have a significant effect (.05 level) on percent 

correct detections. Figure 21 illustrates the means for 

all combinations of work period and work/rest ratio. It is 
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Q 20 min. work period 

40 min, work period 

Fig. 21,—Percent correct detections for work 
period by work/rest ratio interaction 
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obvious from the graph that performance means suffered a 

decline at longer work periods. The Duncan Multiple Range 

test indicated no statistical difference between the means 

of the two work/rest ratios at the two shorter work periods 

(20 and 40 minutes). However, a significant difference was 

found between the 2/1 and the 3/1 ratios at the 60 minutes 

work period. 

The above findings reflect the adequacy of either 

work/rest ratios at 20 and 40 minutes of work. However, 

at the 60 minutes work period the length of rest intervals 

given had a major effect. Longer rests resulted in higher 

performance. In other words, the length of the rest period 

had an effect on performance only when the task was more 

demanding (60 minutes on watch). Similar results have 

been reported in previous research (Davies and Tune, 1969). 

The second order interaction of ambient temperature 

by work period by work/rest ratio was found to have highly 

significant effect (.01 level) on percent correct detections. 

Performance means for this interaction are shown in Figure 

22. 

It is difficult to explain every point in this graph. 

However, general trends could be detected which summarize 

the effects of temperature, work period and work/rest ratio 

on detection performance. Firstly, a decline in performance 

with the increase in temperature, especially at 90°F (ET). 
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Fig. 22.—Percent correct detections for ambient 
temperature by work period by work/rest 
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Secondly, a decline in performance with the increase in the 

length of the work period, especially at 60 minutes of work. 

Finally, no appreciable changes in performance between va¬ 

rious work/rest ratios except at severe conditions (60 mi¬ 

nutes of work at 90°FET), 

Time interval was found to have a highly significant 

effect (.01 level) on percent correct detections. Figure 

2 3 shows performance means for the 12 time intervals studied. 

The changes in detection performance over time proved to be 

highly irregular and certainly very different from a typical 

vigilance decrement. Several factors could have caused this 

discrepancy. 

First, the two hours of watch were not continuous 

but rather, interrupted by one or more rest periods depen¬ 

ding on the subject's work/rest schedule. Therefore, the 

effect of this work/rest schedule is confounded with the 

effect of the time spent on watch. However, three time 

intervals are worth discussion in conjunction with this 

point, the first, the seventh and the ninth time intervals. 

At the first interval, all subjects were starting the watch. 

At the seventh and ninth intervals, two thirds of the sub¬ 

jects were starting the task fresh after a rest period and 

one third had been on the watch only for 20 minutes. There¬ 

fore, performance during these three intervals is expected 

to be highest. The results of this investigation confirmed 
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10 min. timt interval 

# "Q 20 min. timt interval 

iGS * i groupa atarting the watch 
after a rest period, 1=1,2,3 

iGE = i groupa ending the watch 
before a rest period, isl,2,3 

\ ^ \ 8- IM y ¥ 
12 3 1 $ 6 

Time Interval 

Fig. 23.—Percent correct detections for 
time interval 
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this point. 

Secondly, a 10 minutes time interval might have 

been too short a period to assess performance characteris¬ 

tics over time. Dividing the total work duration into six 

time intervals instead of twelve will result in intervals 

20 minutes long. Performance during these new intervals is 

more stable and consistant as shown in Figure 23. Improve¬ 

ments in perfonsance over the second hour of work suggests 

possible effects due to heat acclimatization and training 

on the task. These two factors have been known to induce 

favorable effects on performance with the elapse of time. 

Th* «ffoct of replications on percent correct de¬ 

tections was found significant. Thiá result was expected 

since individuals differ considerably as to their vigilance 

ability and their ability to perform in hot climatic con¬ 

ditions (Mackworth, 1951). 

Percent Correct Responses 

Percent correct responses, as a variable, is related 

to and dependent on percent correct detections. Therefore, 

the two performance parameters reacted in a somewhat similar 

manner to various experimental conditions. The analysis of 

variance for the percent correct responses is shown in Ta¬ 

ble 5. Following is a discussion of all the significant 

effects found in that table. 
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TABLE 5 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENT CORRECT RESPONSES 

Source of DF Sum of Mean F 
Variation Squares Squares Ratio 

Ambient Temperature, 

Work Period, B 

AB 

Work/Rest Ratio, C 

AC 

BC 

ABC 

Time Interval, D 

AD 

BD 

ABD 

CD 

ACD 

BCD 

ABCD 

Replication, R 

Error, E 

Total 

A 2 162.46 

2 25.24 

4 30.49 

1 14.59 

2 19.51 

2 33.46 

4 43.86 

11 178.99 

22 68.80 

22 78.23 

44 131.66 

11 46.12 

22 65.44 

22 71.63 

44 125.71 

5 93.26 

107S 3634.87 

1295 4824,32 

81,23 24.02 * 

12.62 3.73 ** 

7.62 2.25 

14.59 4.31 ** 

9.76 2.89 

16.73 4.95 * 

10.96 3.24 ** 

16.27 4.81 * 

3.13 0.93 

3.56 1.05 

2.99 0.89 

4.19 1.24 

2.97 0.88 

3,26 0,96 

2.86 0.85 

18.65 5.52 * 

3.38 

* Significant at .01 laval, 
••Significant at .05 laval 
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Ambient temperature wee found to heve e highly si¬ 

gnificant effect (.01 level) on percent correct reepontee* 

Performance declined considerably as a result of high tem¬ 

perature as shown in Figure 24, However» a Duncan test 

indicated a significant decrement in performance only when 

temperature was increased from 74 to either 82 or 90°F (ET). 

Increasing temperature from 82 to 90°F (ET) produced a 

slight but not a significant impairment in percent correct 

responses. 

The highest percent correct responses was recorded 

at 74°F (ET), This result was expected since most studies 

have reported optimum performance in the neighborhood of 

this temperature (Mackworth, 1951) Papier, 1951), Further¬ 

more, this temperature was mainly tested to determine 

subjects’ normal performance under pleaeant atmospheric 

conditions. Comparing this performance with the one at 

high temperatures provided adequate means of evaluating 

the effects of heat stress. 

The impairment in performance at high temperatures 

has been reported by various investigators. However, the 

conflicting point is at which temperature a significant 

decrement occurs. The eignificant drop in performance at 

82°F (ET) found in this investigation supports earlier 

findinge by Pepler (1961), Madcworth (1951) and others. 

Although the teet conditions differ slightly between 
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various atudiaa, tha raaulta could bo cono ¿dorad coaiparablo. 

Tho further decrement at 90*F (ET) agreea with the 

hypotheaia that performance la affooted by the intenaity 

of heat. Aa a reault, the pooreat performance waa recorded 

at the higheat temperature teated. Similar reaulta have 

been reported by Fraser and Jackeon <19S5)t Mackworth (1951) 

and Poplar (1961). 

Th» i«at decrement in percent correct reaponaea at 

ö2#F (ET) and then the moderate decline from 92 to 90*F (ET) 

needa further conaideration. It différa olightly from the 

decrement found for percent correct detaotiona where an 

even decline in performance wee obeerved each time. Sinoa 

the main difference between the two parametere ia the die- 

crimination proceaa added to the former, thia proeeea could 

be reeponaible for the variation. Oiaorimination ia a de¬ 

cía ion making proceaa which requiree more complex faculties 

than those normally required in a simple detection task. 

It seems to have been greatly affected by heat at 82°F (ET). 

Further heating to 90*F (ET) affected diaerimination but 

the change was less draatic compared to the change from 

74 to 82#F (ET). 

The increase in performance variability at higher 

temperatures is indicated by the changes in standard Jevia- 

tion as shown in Figure 24. Again thia variability could 

be attributed to the differences in skill between subjects 
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•nd th. ddiN« to Nhioh thoip porforuno« «u imptinö by 

h«at, M axplalnad ««rilar. 

Th. of tho work poriod on th« porctnt eorraet 

rMponi«. WMM found to b« «Ipnlfloont at I p«re«nt. Tho 

plot of Mano ln Figur« » «hou. « Melin, ln ptrfonmne« 

«••oeiat.d «Ith th« longu> uork parlod«. Ho««v«r, « Duncan 

Multlpl« Rang« tant «houad • «Ignlfleant dlffarone« only 

batua.n th« Man. of th. 20 «nd 00 alnutn work pariod«. 

Th« *0 alnut«. uork pariod «houad no «Ignlfleant diffaranea« 

«h«n eonparad to «ith.r th« » ninuta. er th« 00 alnut«. 

werk pariod«• 

The progressiv« dacraaent of this parsMtar at lon¬ 

ger work periods differs slightly froa that found for detec¬ 

tion parforaanoa. Hare, increasing the work pariod length 

20 ainutaa » either froa 20 to HO or froa HO to SGp produced 

no significant affect. A possible explanation l:ea in the 

coaplex effect of two factors| training on the discrlaination 

taek and tiae on the vigilance watch. The foraer hes been 

known to iaprove perforaance (Sheldon, 1912; Adaas, 1963), 

and the latter has been known to iapair it. The combined 

effects of thee« two faetore night have caused the slight 

decreaent aentioned above. However, the difference in 

length between the 20 ainutes ani the 60 ainutes work pe¬ 

riod« ie long enough to aseure a predoainant effect due to 

the tiae spent on the watch (Davies and Tune, 1969). 
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Fig, 25,—-Percent correct responses for 
work period 
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Consequently, a significant difference in performance 

occured between these two work periods* 

The interaction between ambient temperature and work 

period was found to have a nonsignificant effect on percent 

correct responses at 5 percent. However, its effect was 

significant at 10 percent, and will be discussed briefly 

here to provide means of comparison with its effect on per¬ 

cent correct detections, which was significant at 1 percent. 

A plot for the interaction means is shown in Figure 26. 

The Duncan test indicated no significant differences between 

the three work periods means at either 74 or 82°F (ET). 

However, at the hot condition of 90°F (ET) the 20 and 60 

minutes work periods were significantly different, but not 

the 40 minutes work period when compared to either the 20 

minutes or the 60 minutes. Furthermore, performance during 

any work periods at 74°F (ET) was significantly different 

from that at the other two temperatures. 

The differences in performance between 74°F (ET) 

and either 82 or 90°F (ET), and the similarities between 

the last two have been explained in details earlier when 

discussing temperature effects. Similarly, the changes in 

percent correct responses between various work periods 

within any one single temperature is best explained by the 

discussion presented in an earlier section dealing with 

the effects of temperature by work period interaction 
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on percent correct detections. The only major difference 

is the added difficulty to the task discussed here and its 

effect on performance. Increasing the task load, by adding 

the discrimination process, is possibly responsible for the 

low level of performance at 82®F (ET). 

Work/rest ratio was found to have a significant 

effect (.05 level) on percent correct responses. Perfor¬ 

mance at the 2/1 ratio proved to be superior to that at 

the 3/1 ratio as shown in Figure 27. Her« again, the longer 

rests associated with the 2/1 work/rest ratio enhanced 

performance to a considerably higher level compared to the 

effect of the shorter rests provided by the 3/1 ratio. 

Since the discrimination process involved here is conside¬ 

rably more demanding than simply detection, the effect of 

longer rests was more apparent. As a result the difference 

in performance between the two work/rest ratios was signi¬ 

ficant and in favor of the 2/1 ratio. 

Similar to the ambient temperature by work period 

interaction, the temperature by work/rest ratio interaction 

effect was found significant at 10 percent and not at 5 

percent. It will be presented here to allow comparison 

with its effect on percent correct detections, which was 

found significant at 5 percent. The increase in tempera¬ 

ture caused a decline in performance at both work/rest ratios 

as shown in Figure 28. However, within each temperature, 
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Fig. 27,—Percent correct responses for 
worJc/rest ratio 
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□ 74°FET 

Work/Rest Ratio 

Fig. 28.—Percent correct reeponses for ambient 
temperature by work/reet ratio inter¬ 
action 
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there was no significant difference between the two ratios 

except at 90°F (ET) whera percent correct responses was 

significantly superior at the 2/1 ratio when compared to 

the 3/1 ratio. There was also a significant difference in 

performance at either 2/1 or 3/1 ratios, between 74°F (ET) 

and either 82 or 90°F (ET), but not between the latter two 

temperatures. 

Here again, the non-significant differences between 

82 and 90°F (ET) agree with the effects of temperature, as 

a main effect, on percent correct responses. Also in agree¬ 

ment are the significant differences between 74#F (ET) and 

any of the other two temperatures. The above similarities 

might have been responsible for the non-significancy of 

this interaction. The length of rest intervals provided 

by each work/rest ratio had an effect on percent correct 

responses very similar to that on percent correct detections. 

The latter was discussed earlier in greater details. 

The interaction between work period and work/rest 

ratio had a highly significant effect (.01 level) on percent 

correct responses. A plot of the interaction means is shown 

in Figure 29, Further tests on the means of each cell in¬ 

dicated a significant difference between the two ratios 

only at the 60 minutes work period, but not at either the 

20 minutes or the 40 minutes work periods. These findings 

for percent correct responses are identical to those for 
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percent correct detections. The explanation provided for 

the latter in an earlier section could be applied here. 

The second order interaction of ambient temperature 

by work period by work/rest ratio was found to have a signi¬ 

ficant effect (.OS level) on percent correct responses. A 

plot of performance means is shown in Figure 30. 

Some general trends could be summarized from this 

graph regarding the effects of temperature, work period 

and work/rest ratio on correct responses. Firstly, a decline 

in performance with the increase in temperature especially 

at 82 and 90°F (ET). Performance at these two temperatures 

was relatively close. Secondly, a decrement associated with 

increasing the length of the work period, especially at 

60 minutas of work. Finally, a decline in performance at 

the higher work/rest ratio, especially at the more severe 

conditions (longer work periods and/or high temperatures). 

Time interval was found to have a highly significant 

effect (.01 level) on percent correct responses. Figure 31 

shows performance means for various time intervals. As 

explained in an earlier section a better picture of the 

changes in performance over time was obtained whan the length 

of the time interval was changed from 10 to 20 minutes. 

A definite learning effect was detected for this 

task. It seems that subjects' ability to discriminate 

between small and large signals improved continuously with 
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10 min. time interval 

Time Interval 

Fig. 31,—Percent correct responses for 
time interval 



ne 
thm tlM tp«nt on tho task. Di«eri»ination ia a coaplax 

prooaaa which ia uaually anhancad aa a raault of laarning 

and practica, Incraaaing tha nuabar of aignala praaantadi 

improvad aubjacta' judgaaant of thair aisa. Similar raaulta 

hava boon reportad in literatura (Colquhoun, 1952| Nackworth 

19 SI). 

To aupport tha above argument about tha affecta of 

laarning on diacrimination, any affecta due to changea in 

aubjacta1 detection ability had to be iaolated. Thia waa 

achieved by defining a new variablev percent correct dia- 

criminationa, aa: tha number of aignala detected and cor¬ 

rectly identified in magnitude during one time interval, 

divided by the number of aignala detacted in the aame time 

interval and multiplied by one hundred. A plot of the 

changea in percent correct diacriminationa over time ia 

ahown in Figure 32. Here again, 20 minuten time intervala 

w**1® * better indicator of the changea in thia parameter. 

The graph ahowa a contlnuoua improvement in diacrimination 

performance over the flrat hour of watch. A alight drap 

waa detected at tha begining of the aecond hour, followed 

by a contlnuoua improvement until the end of watch. The 

alight drop in diacrimination ability at the atart of tha 

aecond hour could be attributed to the rent perioda intro¬ 

duced at thia point. One third of the aubjecta were given 

20 or 30 minuten of mat between the firat and aecond houre 
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1ft aiiu tia* lnt«rvãl 

Tin« Interval 

Fig. 32.—Parojnt Corr«ct Diacriminationa 
for tina interval 
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of watch. Thi« long off-watch parlod could have intarruptad 

taaporarily tha aubjacta' laarnlng procaaa. Howavar, onca 

tha aubjacta ware back on-watch thair parformanca improvad 

continuoualy. Tha abova diacuaaion elaarly llluatrataa 

tha favorabla affaota of laarnlng on aubjacta' diacrimina- 

tlon ability. 

Th* affact of raplicationa on parcant corract raa- 

ponaaa waa found aignifleant priaarily aa a raault of tha 

individual diffaraneaa batwaan aubjacta. Theae differeneea 

ara uaually found in aiailar taak and taat conditiona. 

Tha aignifioant findinga of thia invaatigation hava 

baan praaantad and diaouaaad in thia chaptar. Tha following 

chapter will ba coapriaad of concluaiona drawn from thia 

atudy and poaaibla araaa for futura raaaarch. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Thia investigation has attamptad to avalúate tha 

affects of ambiant temperatures and work/raat schedules on 

vigilance performance. The various experimental findings 

were discussed earlier. Appropriate conclusions based on 

these findings and recommendations for further research 

will be presented in this chapter. 

Conclusions 

A general conclusion could be drawn in regard to 

the relation between the two performance parameters, namely 

percent correct detections and percent correct responses. 

The latter was constantly and consistantly poorer than the 

former. The differences between the two parameters were 

slight at moderate conditions. However, they grew larger 

as the conditions deteriorated (long work periods, high 

work/rest ratios and/or high ambient temperatures). Since 

the only difference between the two parameters was the dis¬ 

crimination process added to the task requirements for the 

percent correct responses, we can draw conclusions in regard 

to the difficulty of the task and the nature of discrimina¬ 

tion, Within the scope of this investigation it was thus 

concluded that complexity of the task had a strong effect 

119 
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on vigilano« p«rfomano«. Simpl« ta«k« produe« high l«v«l« 

of porformano« whan compared to eomplox tack« of baaically 

th« «am« nature Thi« eonoluaion agr««« with prcviou« r«- 

••aroh in th« ar«a of vigilane«» Furth«rmor«• it oould b« 

concluded that th« detrimental «ffaeta of ««ver« «xp«ri- 

mental condition« wer« stronger on discrimination than on 

detection* This conclusion reflect« the sensitivity cf 

percent correct responses as a measure of vigilance per¬ 

formance* 

In reviewing the significant findings presented in 

Choptor IV, certain conclueions could be drawn about the 

effects of ambient temperature, work period, work/rest 

ratio and time interval on vigilance performance. Conclu¬ 

sions related to each of these areaa will be presented in 

a separate section. 

Ambient Temperature 

Within the scope of this investigation it was con¬ 

cluded that ambient effective temperature had a strong 

effect on vigilance performance* Increasing ambient tempe¬ 

rature caused a decline in performance. 

It could also be concluded that the two performance 

parameter« reacted in a similar fashion to the changes in 

ambient temperature. Nevertheless, there was a quantitative 

difference in their response to heat. Percent correct 
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dttiQtiona d«t«rlor*t«d «t a near oonatant rata with tha 

Inoraaaa In taoparatura. On tha othar hand» tha rata of 

datarloratlon of paroant oorract raaponaaa waa high at firat 

batwaan 7* and I2«r (CT) » than daelinad at furthar alava- 

tlon of toMparatura to 90«r (ET). Thaaa diffaraneaa bat* 

waan tha two paraaatara raaultad froa tha diffarant taak 

raqui rasan ta of aaoh. 

It waa alao ooneludad that othar axpariaantal eon- 

ditiona had an influanoa on tha ehangaa in parfomanca aa 

a raault of haat. Savara conditions (long work pariods 

and/or high work/rast ratioa) intanaifiad tha datrisantal 

affacta of haat, particularly at high tasparaturas (90°FET). 

It ia tharafora racommandad that parforning nimilar 

tasks at tanparaturaa of, or in axcasa of 82°F (ET) should 

ba avoidad, if poasibla. Othar axpariaantal conditions 

should also ba kapt within acceptable limits to insure 

efficient and satisfactory levels of monitoring performance* 

Work Period 

Tha length of tha work period» as a main affect» 

was found to have an affect on vigilance performance» espe¬ 

cially at 60 minutes of work. However» furthar evaluation 

of tha interactions effects indicated a significant decre¬ 

ment in performance at the 60 minutes work period only at 

90°F (ET) ambient temperature and 3/1 work/rest ratio. At 



»11 oth.r »xptrlMntal «ondltion. th.r. wu no .Ignl.'lo.nt 

lapalrmnt ln parforaanoa aa a raiult of tha to minutai 

work pariod. It waa tharafora eenoludad that long work 

parioda <10 minutai) had datrimantal affaeta on vigilanea 

parformanoa only at lavara axpariaantal condltiona (90TEÎ 

and 3/1 work/raat ratio). Th... eonditlona addad to tha 

burdan impoaad on tha aubjaeta by tha long work pariod and 

atrangthanad tha undaalrabla affaeta of tha lattar. 

It eould ba ooneludad that both parformanoa para- 

■atara, pareant comet dataetiona and parcant eorraet 

raaponaaa, raactad idantically to tha changa. i„ tha l.ngth 

of tha work pariod. Ih. lattar wu alw.y. .t « low.r lavai 

comparad to tha formar, aa explained earlier. 

Therefore, it ia recommended that at severe working 

condition, (high temperaturas and short rest periods) serious 

consideration should be given to the detrimental effects of 

work periods in excess of 40 minute, in length. Various 

other environmental and task condition, must also be conside¬ 

red in relation to the length of the recommended work period. 

Work/Rest Rätin 

The work/rest ratio, as a main effect, was found 

to have an effect on performance. However, further evalua¬ 

tion of the interaction effects indicated a significant 

decrement in performance at the 3/1 ratio only at 90»F <ET) 
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ambiant t«mp«patur# and 60 minutât work pariod. At all 

othar axparimantal conditiona thara was no aignifioant 

impairmant in parformanca aa a raault of aithar work/raat 

ratio*. It could tharafora ba conciudad that tha 3/1 

work/raat ratio, which provided ahortar reat parioda, had 

datrimantal affacta on vigilance parformanca only at aavara 

experimental conditiona (90°FET and 60 minutaa of work). 

Another related concluaion might ba drawn regarding 

tha two parformanca paramatara under invaatigation. Percent 

correct reaponaea, which ia aaaociatad with more difficult 

taak requirementa, waa impaired by ahortar reat parioda to 

a higher degree than percent correct datectiona. Never- 

thalaas, both parametera responded unfavorably to ahortar 

rests, i.a. higher work/rest ratios, especially at aavara 

experimental conditions. 

It is therefore suggested that longer rest periods, 

as provided by the 3/1 work/rest ratio, should be allowed 

at severe environmental and task conditions (high tempera- 

tures and long work periods). However, at comfortable 

conditions caution should be exerted in regard to the possi¬ 

bly undesirable effects of the unnecessary long rest periods. 

Time Interval 

Within the scope of this study it was concluded 

that the time spent on the task had an effect on vigilance 
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ptrformano«, Thar« wat «oim «vid«no« that «ubjaot« «tarting 

fr««h at th« bagining of tha watch or aftar a rast pariod 

parfornad at th« highaat laval on th« dataetlon task. How- 

•var, no concluslona oould ba drawn in ragard to tha «ffacts 

of tina, as a nain variablet on performance, mainly because 

of tha confounding «ffaets imposed on th« problem as a 

th* work/rast sehadulas under consideration, 

t the fact that no vigilance decrement was found 

over time advocates the usa of work/rast schedules as a 

means of overcoming such a decrement. 

The changes over time of the two performance para- 

®sters differed considerably. Percent correct detections 

showed a marked improvement during the second hour of watch, 

while percent correct responses showed a progressive impro¬ 

vement over the full two hours. It appears that percent 

correct detections, which corresponds to simple task requi¬ 

rements, was affected by acclimatization to heat and/or 

familiarization with the task. On the other hand, percent 

correct responses seemed to have been considerably enhanced 

by learning and slightly improved by acclimatization. The 

process of discrimination involved in one parameter and not 

the other might have been responsible for these differences. 

Summary 

This research has attempted to evaluate the effects 

À 
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of work/rtat achadulaa on monitoring parformanea in hot 

anvironnanta• Zta raaulta contributa to tha battar under* 

atanding of human parformanea in tha haat. Howavar, aueh 

parformanea ia uaually affaotad by many faotora which can 

only ba avaluatad and clarified by eontinuoua and ayate* 

matic reaearch, Tharafora, tha raaulta of thia invaatiga- 

ticn muat ba interpretad in conjunction with related raaulta 

of other reeearchere in order to fully comprehend the dif¬ 

ferent eharacteriatiea of human performance in the heat* 

The aignificant concluaiona drawn from thia invea* 

tigation are i 

1. High ambient temperature (82 and 90*FET) had 

a aignifieantly detrimental effect on vigilance 

performance. 

2. Long work periodo (60 minutea) caused a signi¬ 

ficant deterioration in performance only at 

90 0F (ET) ambient temperature and 3/1 work/reot 

ratio (shorter rest periodo). 

3. Similarly, high work/reat ratios (3/1) produced 

a aignificant decrement in performance only at 

90°F (ET) ambient temperature and 60 minutea 

work period. 

4. The combined effacta of high temperatures 

(90°FET), long work periods (60 minutea) and 

high work/reat ratioo (3/1) had a strongly 
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dctriMnt«! afftet on vigilanea performance. 

5, Thera wae a aignlfloant diffaranea in aubjao- 

tiva reactions to varioua axparimantal eondi« 

tiona, aapaoially at high heat. 

6. Performance ahornad a alight improvement over 

time. No vigilanea decrement wat detectad 

poeeibly due to the affecta of vork/reat echa* 

dulaa• learning and heat aeelimatiaation. 

2. Diecriminationv whioh adds to the complexity 

of the vigilanea teak, wae strongly impaired 

by severe axparimantal eonditiona. Detection 

mas also impaired but to a leaser degree. 

kacommandationa for Future Research 

The findings of thie investigation and the analysis 

presented for each of them pointed out several related areas 

which are worthy of consideration. Further research in 

these areas would ultimately aid the purpoee of thie inves¬ 

tigation and would clarify any points that this study has 

failed to consider. 

The vigilance teak adopted represents one area worth 

studying. It has been pointed out earlier that most of the 

previous research in heat is task specific. This restriction 

impoees extreme difficulties in comparing the resulte of 

various studies. There is a definite need for one or more 

standard tasks that every researcher in the area can use. 
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The requirements for each standard task should be selected 

to accurately represent one of the various tasks that are 

commonly used in practice. This will not only provide 

better means for comparing various studies but also bridge 

the gap between vigilance research in the laboratory and 

monitoring tasks in actual life. 

Further studies are needed in the area of heat espe¬ 

cially in the range of effective temperatures from 74 to 

82°F. Somewhere in this range lies a critical point where 

a considerable decrement in performance takes place. No 

one study has attempted to evaluate each single temperature 

in this range. With the variety of tasks in use the results 

of such a study would have been very limited. However, 

with a set of standard tasks a critical temperature could 

be determined for each task, along with the rate of perfor¬ 

mance deterioration beyond that temperature. 

In the area of work/rest scheduling, 20 to 30 minu¬ 

tes work periods proved to be adequate to maintain a high 

level of performance. However, there is a definite inter¬ 

action effect between the length of the work period and both 

the intensity of heat and the length of the rest period. 

Adequate work periods for various degrees of heat stress 

need to be determined. Similarly, the length of the rest 

period required to restore performance to it’s original 

level at various temperatures and/or work periods needs 
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further consideration. 

Eight hours exposure to heat should be investigated. 

This will allow more frequent work/rest cycles and conse¬ 

quently better assessment of their effect. It will also 

provide better means of evaluating the changes in perfor¬ 

mance over time in relation to the work/rest schedules. 

Another area for future research is that of secon¬ 

dary tasks. Vigilance research in normal environmental 

temperatures has indicated an enhancement in performance 

by introducing various secondary tasks in place of inter¬ 

polated rests. A question remains to be answered. Would 

secondary tasks have the same effect in hot conditions? 

Or would the secondary task add to the burden imposed on 

the subject by heat? This represents an interesting pro¬ 

blem which certainly is worthy of consideration. 

A related problem is that of allowing individuals 

to rest in a cool environment instead of the same hot one. 

Would that provide faster recovery? And what are its 

effects on any partial acclimatization acquired by the 

subject? Would switching back and forth between warm and 

cold environments have a detrimental effect on various 

body functions? These questions and various related ones 

also need to be investigated. 

Subjective comments of the individuals tested need 

further consideration. How well can an individual determine 
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the degree of heat stress imposed on him? furthermore, 

how well can he, under these hot conditions, predict his 

performance and the amount of decrement it suffers, if 

any? 

If we broaden our search to the general area of 

performance under heat stress, we will find several pro¬ 

blems of interest for future researchers, first, the si¬ 

milarities and differences in the effects of heat on various 

perceptual, intellectual and sensorimotor performances 

need further investigation. What aspects or specific 

functions of each task are most susceptible to heat decre¬ 

ments? How can we preserve these functions from deterio¬ 

ration in heat? A second relevant problem pertains to 

the effects of localised cooling of various parts of the 

body during heat exposure. Can we prevent performance 

deterioration on various tasks by cooling the most relevant 

body segments? To what extent would this technique be 

effective, if at all? Finally, the problem of individual 

differences needs 'urther consideration. How are individual 

differences in performance decrement in heat correlated with 

skill variables? To what extent are these differences 

affected by heat acclimatisation and learning? 

The last problem that will be mentioned here concerns 

the type and number of subjects observed. Host of the 

previous data on the effects of heat on performance have 
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been obtained from experiments on highly restrictive popu¬ 

lations (healthy young men, pilots and astronauts, male 

students and the like)* Research should be extended to 

include the young and the old, males and females, the fit 

and the unfit and the average man or woman. Such genera¬ 

lisation of the subjects' population will eventually lead 

to better understanding of the effects of heat on human 

performance. 
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APPENDIX 

INSTRUCTIONS PLAYED FOR THE SUBJECTS 
PRIOR TO EXPERIMENTATION 

Th« instructions vsr« playsd during ths instructions 

snd practice period imsediately preceding every experiMntal 

session. They were as followst 

The experiieent you are about to participate 
in is concerned with Monitoring performance i 
which is the ability to stay alert for long 
periods of tios. During the experiment your 
task will be as follows: on the radar type 
screen directly in front of you will appear 
a small dot of li^it. 

The dot of light representing the continuous background event 

was introduced at this point, and the instructions continued. 

The dot of light will normally be seen at 
the center of the screen with little or no 
movement. However, at various timss the dot 
of light will make an appreciable movement up 
or down. When such a movement occurs you are 
to press the response button with your thumb 
as quickly as possible. The dot of light will 
make one of two types of movemsnts. It is 
going to move either up or down a small distance 
of about 1/¼ inch like this. 

The dot of light moved up a distance of 1/¼ indi to illus¬ 

trate a small signal. 

or it will make a longer movement of about 1/2 
inch like this. 

Again the dot of light moved up, but a distance of 1/2 inch 

this time, to illustrate a large signal. 

If the light movement is small yi>u are to press 
the response button and immediately release it. 
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If th* aovcMfit is larg«. praaa tha button and 
hold it down for about fiva aaeonda b'fora ra- 
laaaing it. During tha axpariatnt you will 
axparlanoa aoaa allait variationa in ta^axuitura» 
Thaaa variationa will ba within tha noraal ranga 
axparianoad in your daily aotivitiaa. Thara will 
alao ba a ataady background noiaa during tha 
axpariaant. Although tha noiala laval «dll aaan 
high, it will not ba injurioua* Tha axpariaant 
will last about thraa houra during which you will 
ba allowed a miaba r of raat pari oda. A raat pa« 
riod will atart whan tha rad light on tha tabla 
in front of you goaa on and will last aa long aa 
tha rad li^it a taya on* Tha diaappaaranea of 
tha rad light will aignal tha and of tha raat 
pariod and you ara to go back to tha Monitoring 
task iaawdiately. During tha raat pariod you 
can relax in place and do whatever you plaaaa. 
Reading aa ta rial ia provided for you eonvanienoe. 
However, you are urged to at ay awake and not to 
talk to the other aubjaot or walk in tha rooa. 
Now wa will have a abort practice period. You 
ahould rea pond by preaaing tha button and re¬ 
leasing it iaMdlately. 

A anall aignal waa praaantad and subjaeta* rasponaaa ware 

«hacked to inaura proper undaratending of their teak. 

You will now aaa a large aignalt you should ?raaa tha button and hold it down for about 
iva aaeonda before releaalng it. 

A large aignal waa praaantad and subjaeta' responsas ware 

cheeked again. 

Ignora any vibrations of tha light dot. 
Hatch tha aerean for further signals and nake 
tha appropriate rasponeas• 

Tha practice pariod started at this point and lasted for 

thraa ainutas during whleh subjaeta ware praaantad with 

eight signals. Signals variad fren snail to large and fron 

up to down, Subjaeta' response to each signal was checked 

carefully to nake aura it is tha appropriate one. Failure 
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to understand the task resulted in subject's elimination 

Conly two subjects were eliminated). At the end of the 

practice periodt the following instructions were playedt 

The practice period is over. You will expe¬ 
rience the same type of signals during the next 
three hours. However, signals will occur at a 
much slower rata. Relax In place, stay quiet 
and don't make any disturbing noises during the 
experiment. Take your headphones off and watch 
for the experiment to start in about one minute. 

The instructions ended at this point and the expe¬ 

riment continued as described earlier. 




